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Dear Colleagues 

WTS is a travel agency with more than 22 years in the Latin, European and Middle 
Eastern market dedicated to offer tourist services that exceed the expectations of our 
clients through a reliable service so that their trips are pleasant and enjoyable.

As you know, a very hard time is happening to us these days. We are very sure
that we will overcome it with the hope of ending soon and we believe that the habit of 
people’s travel for centuries will never end, so the most important thing for us is to stay 
united in solidarity.  

We present our new catalog for your information. 

WTS will continue to offer guaranteed, private tours and MICE services including 
special and creative destinations for group and individual tours as always.

Our office headquarters are located in Istanbul and others are in Cappadocia and 
Rome. As well as representatives we have in Dubai, Egypt, Morocco and St.Petersburg 
Russia.

We will be happy to continue to provide a reliable solution-oriented service for 
destinations in Turkey, Greece, Egypt, Italy, Morocco, Dubai, Jerusalem and Russia our 
newly added destination to our catalog. 

We also have highly qualified personnel who are always ready to assist you for 24 
hours in Spanish, Portuguese and English as well. Furthermore, we have our own fleet 
consisting of qualified drivers and 12 comfortable vehicles such as Mercedes Vito, 
Sprinter, and Crafter that are available for 27, 35 and 45 passenger. All of our vehicles 
go through a very strict regular cleaning and disinfection process before the tour. 
With that, you will find a disinfectant mounted on every bus and car. We would like 
to inform you that all the hotels and tourist facilities which we work with have the 
security certificate (certificate of conformity) at your service.
We wish that the new season brings us all health, joy and prosperity as well.

Greetings you sincerely
The WTS family
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RATE NET PRICES ADVANCES
January 08, 2021 - March 15, 2022

REGULAR CIRCUIT    COD PAGINA

FABULOUS TURKEY (PROMOTION) 10 DAYS / 9 NIGHTS Lit01       

THE BEST OF ISTANBUL (PROMOTION) 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS Lit02       

THE ART WORKS OF ISTANBUL 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS Lit03

JEWELS OF TURKEY 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS Lit04

JEWELS OF CAPPADOCIA 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS Lit05

SUPER TURKEY TOUR  9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS  Lit06       

ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA BY DOMESTIC FLIGHT 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS Lit07

ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA BY DOMESTIC FLIGHTS 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS Lit08

THE WONDERS OF TURKEY 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS Lit09

MAGNIFICENT TURKEY (COMPLETE TURKEY) 11 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS Lit10       

SPECTACULAR TURKEY 12 DAYS / 11 NIGHTS   Lit11       

THE BEST IN TURKEY WITH OMBLIGO MOUNTAIN & CAPADOCİA 

THE WAY OF SAN PABLO 13 DAYS / 12 NIGHTS
Lit12

THE PEARL OF BYZANTIAN EMPIRE ISTANBUL & ATHENS 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS Lit13

TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLAND OF CHIOS 10 DAYS / 9 NIGHTS Lit14      

TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS (3 DAYS IN CRUISE) Lit15      

TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 4 DAYS IN CRUISE Lit16      

TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 7 DAYS IN CRUISE Lit17      

BEAUTIFUL ROMAN EMPIRE ISTANBUL & ROME 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS Lit18       

THE ROMANTIC TOUR OF BEAUTIFUL ITALY 10 DAYS / 9 NIGHTS Lit19

THE MEDITERRANEAN WIND IN ITALY & GREECE 13 DAYS / 12 NIGHTS Lit20
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Guaranteed departure dates are determined by each excursion.
All our services, vehicles and hotels are guaranteed according to the certificate 
of tourism insurance (Certificate of conformity).

If there is a change and probable update in the price of our travel packages that will not affect
previous sales. (Due to unforeseen changes in the airport schedule, exchange rate, cruise prices as 
well) 

All prices are in US dollars
These prices are not valid during the New Year and Congress periods.  

The prices below are added as a supplement to tourists who arrive in Istanbul one day before the start of 
the excursion.

PromoTION 299 $

LIT01 FABULOUS TURKEY 
(PROMOTION) PACKAGE 10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS 

Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 22 18 20 Free %50
Prime Category 30 25 28 Free %50
Superior Category 60 45 55 Free %50
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ITINERARY: LIT01 
FABULOUS TURKEY (PROMOTION) PACKAGE 10 DAYS / 9 NIGHTS 
Minimum 2 Pax 

1st Day | Saturday Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

2nd Day | Sunday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day with the possibility of having an optional excursion “Bosporus 
and Sultanahmet Neighborhood”.  OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSFORUS AND SULTANAHMET 
NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with lunch)
Breakfast. Departure from the hotelto visit the Egyptian Bazaar(spice market) and then boat tour 
onthe Bosphorusthe strait that separates Europe from Asia where we can enjoy the great beauty 
of the forests of Istanbul,of its palaces and of the yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks. In the 
afternoon visit the Sultanahmet neighborhood and the Roman Hippodrome square. Next we will 
visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the world with 6 minarets in its time. We will finish our 
excursion with a visit to the Basilica Cisterna that was used as a water deposit during the Byzantine 
period. End of the excursion in the old part. Transfer and return to the hotel. Accommodation.

LIT01 FABULOUS TURKEY 
(PROMOTION) PACKAGE 10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS 
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3rd Day | Monday Istanbul | Ankara (Breakfast, Dinner) 450 km
Breakfast at the hotel. Free morning with the possibility of having an optional excursion to Topkapi 
Palace and Grand Bazaar.
OPTIONAL EXCURSION | TOPKAPI PALACE AND GRAND BAZAR (Half day without lunch) 
Departure from the hotel to visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of the Sultans of the Ottoman 
Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewelry and porcelain. (Harem room with surcharge). 
Continuation for free time in the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays and religious holidays), a 
building that houses more than 4000 stores inside.
At the combined time (+ | - 14:00) departure by coach for Ankara, passing through the Istanbul 
Intercontinental Bridge. Arrival to the capital of the country. Dinner and accommodation at the 
hotel. 

4th Day | Tuesday Ankara | Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 350 km
Breakfast at the hotel. Visit to the capital of Turkey with the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations 
with an exhibition of Palaeolithic, Neolithic, Hittite, Phrygian Urartu remains etc. and the Ataturk 
Mausoleum, dedicated to the founder of the Turkish Republic. Departure for Cappadocia. On the 
way, visit the underground city of Saratli built by Christian communities to protect themselves from 
Arab attacks. The underground city preserves the stables, common rooms, meeting room and small 
rooms for families Arrival at the Cappadocia. Hotel, dinner and accommodation at the hotel. 

5th Day | Wednesday Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
BALLOON EXCURSION 
At dawn, possibility of participating in an optional hot air balloon excursion, a unique experience, 
over rock formations, fairy chimneys, natural formations, lunar landscapes.
Breakfast at the hotel. Day dedicated to visiting this fantastic region, unique in the world, the 
Goreme Valley, with its cave churches, with paintings from the 10th and 11th centuries; visit to the 
trogloyta (cave houses) village of Uçhisar, Paşabag valley, with its most spectacular fairy chimneys in 
Cappadocia, Dervent valley with its curious natural formations and time for artisan workshops such 
as carpets and semi-precious onyx-stones. Optional excursion to attend a show of traditional dances 
of the region. The show only includes all kinds of unlimited drinks such as beer, wine and rakı 
(traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees alcohol and anise), dried fruits and fruits without 
food. We will have dinner at the hotel before going to the venue. Return and accommodation at the 
hotel. 

6th Day | Thursday Cappadocia | Pamukkale (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 600 km
Breakfast and departure to Pamukkale. In the course we will make a stop, to visit the Sultanhan 
Kervansaray, Seylucida inn from the medieval era. Lunch at a local restaurant. Arrival in Pamukkale 
and free time in the “Castle of Algodon”, unique in the world with the thermal pools of calcareous 
origin and the petrified waterfalls.Herapolis is one of the great deposits of Anatolia, which together 
with the attraction of the cotton pools, make the place a point of great interest. Today Pamukkale is 

LIT01 FABULOUS TURKEY 
(PROMOTION) PACKAGE 10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS 
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located right next to the Ancient City of Herapolis. The town was declared a World Heritage Site by 
UNESCO and recognized as one of the most relevant and attractive tourist centers in the world.
The city of Pamukkale gets its name meaning “Cotton Castle” from the white layer formations 
of limestone. Hierapolis is also called “the Sacred City” due to numerous temples and religious 
buildings. The beauty of the white stones (travertines) that cover all the natural pools that 
were formed by thermal water will attract us without a doubt. Transfer to the hotel. Dinner and 
accommodation. 

7th Day | Friday Pamukkale | Ephesus | Izmir (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 190 km
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the ruins of Ephesus, it was 
the fifth great city of the Roman era. During our visit we will appreciate the famous Celsius library 
after Alexandria, theater and some Roman and Hellenic temples, the Odeon, the Temple of Hadrian, 
the House of Amor, the Agora, the Marble street and the Theater too. Lunch at a local restaurant. 
Next we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that Mary came to Ephesus 
together with Saint John and lived there until her Assumption (according to the Catholic doctrine) 
or Dormition (according to orthodox beliefs).As this house is a place of pilgrimage it is visited by 
many Christian tourists often during the year. In the afternoon we will stop at a leather production 
workshop. As Ephesus has been a leather tannery center since ancient times, we can buy some 
leather clothes at the most reasonable price. We will also see a fashion show in which they will show 
us some of the most elegant jackets in the country. Then we will continue to İzmir-Esmirna, the third 
largest city in Turkey. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

LIT01 FABULOUS TURKEY 
(PROMOTION) PACKAGE 10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS 
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8th Day | Saturday Izmir | Bergama| Troja | 
Çanakkale (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 300 km
Breakfast and departure to the ancient city 
of Bergama, one of the cultural, commercial 
and medical centers of the past. Visit the 
famous Asclepion that was considered one 
of the most important health centers of its 
era. Asclepion built for the god of health and 
physicians Asclepius is also known as the 
first psychiatric hospital. Here some medical 
investigations were carried out and different 
treatment methods were applied. Lunch and 
then departure to Canakkale to visit Troja, 
the ancient city that evokes by itself another 
poetic name; Homer’s Iliad. Arrival and 
accommodation. 

9th Day | Sunday Çanakkale I Istanbul 
(Breakfast) 280 km
Breakfast and departure to the port to 
board the ferry to Istanbul. Arrival and 
accommodation at the hotel.  

10th Day | Monday Depart from Istanbul (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel. At the combined time, transfer to the airport and end of our services.  

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January    09/16/23 / 30 May     01/08/22  September   04/11/18/25  
February  06/13/20/27  June    12/19   October        02/09/23/30 
March      13/20/27  July      03/17/24  November    06/13/20/27 
April         10/17/24  August 07/14/28  December    04/11/18 

Departure Dates 2022; (Saturday)
January    15/22 
February  19/26 
March       05 

LIT01 FABULOUS TURKEY 
(PROMOTION) PACKAGE 10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS 
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LIT01 FABULOUS TURKEY 
(PROMOTION) PACKAGE 10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS 

PROMOTION HOTEL CATEGORY  OPTION A
Istanbul

(according to chosen category)

Economy 

First

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Ankara
Economy

First
Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar

Cappadocia Economy

First

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale
Economy 

First
Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel’s Park Hotel 4 * or similar.

Izmir
Economy

First
Blanca Hotel 4 *, Marina Hotel 4 *, Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar.

Canakkale
Economy

First
Akol Hotel 4 *, Assos Garden 4 *, Troia Tusan Hotel 4 * or similar.

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 299 200 299 Free %50
Prime Category 399 255 399 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD  OPTION B 
Istanbul

Superior Divan Hotel or Elite World or Mercure Bomonti 5 * or similar 

Ankara 5* Movenpick Hotel Ankara, Sheraton Hotel or similar
Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 
Pamukkale 5* Doga Thermal Spa or Colossae Hotel or Lycus River Hotel
Izmir 5* Movenpick Hotel, Wyndham Hotel or Hilton Hotel or similar

Canakkale
4 * sup. or 

5 *
Parion Hotel, Kolin Hotel, Grand Ece Hotel or similar 

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 690 330 690 Free %50

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 

EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY
Optional excursion (day 2) Bosphorus and Sultanahmet neighborhood Full day with 
lunch: 70 USD 
Optional excursion (day 3) Half Day Without lunch: 50 USD
Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 
Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Prices include
• Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 
• Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program
• Diet according to program 
• Visits with tickets are included
• Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers
• 1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 9)
• Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 9)

Prices do not include
• Personal expenses and extras 
• Drinks during lunch / dinner 
• Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
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ITINERARY: LIT02 
THE BEST OF ISTANBUL (PROMOTION) PACKAGE 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   
Departures every Thursday, Friday, Saturday.  
Min. 02 pax
ANNOTATION: ARRIVAL ON MONDAY OR TUESDAY. THE ORDER OF THE ITINERARY CAN BE 
CHANGED.

  
1st Day | Arrival in Istanbul
Transfer to the hotel of the chosen category. 

2nd Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel for a panoramic tour of the city, passing through 
the important neighborhoods of the historical part and the modern part of the city, including a 
walk through the İstiklal Street. Lunch. In the afternoon, visit the Sultanahmet neighborhood and 
the Roman Hippodrome square. Next we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the 
world with 6 minarets in its time. We will continue our excursion to Basilica Cisterna that was used 
as a water deposit during the Byzantine period. Free time in the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays 
and religious holidays), a building that houses more than 4000 shops inside. Transfer to the hotel. 
Overnight at the hotel.

LIT02 THE BEST OF ISTANBUL (PROMOTION) 
PACKAGE 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   
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3th Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and then 
a boat tour of the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia where we can enjoy the 
great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks. 
Lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of the sultans of the 
Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewels and porcelains. (harem room with 
extra chrage). Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel. 

4th Day | Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at hotel.Airport transfer. 

Departures every Thursday, Friday, Saturday.  
January 08, 2021 - March 15, 2022

www.wts.com.tr
LIT02 THE BEST OF ISTANBUL (PROMOTION) 
PACKAGE 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   

HOTEL CATEGORY 

Istanbul
Economy 

First 

Superior

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Divan Hotel 5* or Elite World 5* or Mercure Bomonti 5* or similar 

PRICES **Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 190 90 190 Free %50

Prime Category 280 130 280 Free %50

Superior Category 395 220 395 Free %50

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

Diet according to program 

Visits with tickets are included

Minibus or bus routes with A / C, 

depending on the number of passengers

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during meals 
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ITINERARY: LIT03
THE ART WORKS OF ISTANBUL   PACKAGE 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS   
Departures every Thursday, Friday, Saturday.  Min. 2 Pax

1st Day | Arrival in Istanbul
Transfer to the hotel of the chosen category. 

2nd Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel for a panoramic tour of the city, passing through 
the important neighborhoods of the historical part and the modern part of the city, including a 
walk through the İstiklal Street. Lunch. In the afternoon, visit the Sultanahmet neighborhood and 
the Roman Hippodrome square. Next we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the 
world with 6 minarets in its time. We will finish our excursion with a visit to the Basilica Cisterna 
which was used as a water deposit during the Byzantine era. End of the excursion in the old part. 
Transfer to the hotel. Accommodation at the hotel 

3th Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and then 
a boat trip through the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia where we can enjoy 
the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden palaces built on both 
banks. Lunch at local restaurant. In the afternoon visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of the sultans of 
the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewels and porcelains. (Harem room with 
extra chrage). Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel. 

LIT03 THE ART WORKS OF ISTANBUL   
PACKAGE 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS   
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4th Day | Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Accommodation at the hotel.

5th Day Istanbul 
Breakfast at hotel. Breakfast and transfer to the international airport, departure flight. 

Departures every Thursday, Friday, Saturday. 
January 08, 2021 - March 15, 2022

LIT03 THE ART WORKS OF ISTANBUL   
PACKAGE 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS   

HOTEL CATEGORY 

Istanbul
Economy 

First 

Superior

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Divan Hotel 5* or Elite World 5* or Mercure Bomonti 5* or similar 

Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 290 120 270 Free %50

Prime Category 355 160 325 Free %50

Superior Category 455 280 425 Free %50

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 
Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program
Diet according to program 
Visits with tickets are included
Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers
In the 5-day istabul package, 1 day is free time.*

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 
Drinks during meals 
Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
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ITINERARY: LIT04
JEWELS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
Domestic flights from Istanbul / Cappadocia and Izmır / Istanbul
(Arrivals in Istanbul on Sunday) Min. 02 pax

1th day SUNDAY CITY OF ORIGIN-ISTANBUL (Breakfast)                       
Arrival and reception at the airport by our staff. Transfer to the hotel and lodging. 

2nd Day MONDAY ISTANBUL HALF DAY (Breakfast)                        
Breakfast and departure to visit the old part where the most outstanding Ottoman and Byzantine 
monuments are concentrated. We will visit the old Hippodrome that preserves the Obelisk of 
Theodosius, the Egyptian Obelisk, the Serpentine Column and the Fountain of Emperor William. 
Next we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the world with 6 minarets in its time. 
We will finish our excursion with a visit to the Basilica Cisterna which was used as a water deposit 
during the Byzantine era. End of the excursion in the old part. Transfer and return to the hotel. 
Free time afternoon. Accommodation. 

3rd day TUESDAY   ISTANBUL - CAPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 800 km  
Breakfast and departure to the airport for Cappadocia and arrival and visit to the wonderful 

LIT04 JEWELS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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LIT04 JEWELS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   

region, a mixture of the vagaries of nature and human art. Visit the Göreme open-air museum 
with the frescoed cave churches. Stops in the Avcilar and Güvercinlik valleys where you can 
enjoy an incredible lunar landscape. Lunch. This is followed by local visits to the carpet, onyx 
and turquoise workshops where you can find quality and good prices. (In Cappadocia you will 
have the possibility of taking an optional excursion in a hot air balloon optionally at sunrise) At 
night an optional excursion is offered to attend a show of local dances of the region. The show 
includes all types of unlimited drinks such as rakı wine beer (traditional Turkish drink containing 
40 degrees of alcohol and anise) dried fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the 
hotel before going to the place. Return and accommodation at the hotel. 

4th Day WEDNESDAY CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)                         
Breakfast and departure to the underground city of Özkonak or Mazı excavated by the first 
Christian communities. Visit of Çavusin, a local town in the region with houses from different 
cultures. Lunch. Tour of the Tres Bellas valley. Then visit the Uçhisar valley where you can see 
the ancient fortress carved out of the rock. Visit to the Valley of Love where we will see the most 
curious formations in Cappadocia. Dinner and accommodations.
    
5th Day    THURSDAY CAPPADOCIA-KONYA-PAMUKKALE 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 600 km           
Breakfast and departure to Konya city on the way we will visit a local medieval inn on the Silk 
Road.  Lunch and continuation to Pamukkale, Arrival in and free time in Pamukkale “Cotton 
Castle”, unique in the world with the thermal pools of calcareous origin and the petrified 
waterfalls. We will visit the ancient city Hierapolis. Hierapolis is one of the great deposits of 
Anatolia, its next to the attraction site of the cotton pools, make the place a point of great 
interest. Today Pamukkale is located right next to the Ancient City of Herapolis. The town was 
declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and recognized as one of the most relevant and 
attractive tourist centers in the world. Transfer and Dinner at the hotel. Accommodations.
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6th Day FRIDAY   PAMUKKALE-HIERAPOLIS-
EPHESUS-IZMIR-ISTANBUL ZONE 
(Breakfast, Lunch) 190 km 
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for 
Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the 
ruins of Ephesus, it was the fifth great city 
of the Roman era. During our visit we will 
appreciate the famous Celsius library after 
Alexandria, theater and some Roman and 
Hellenic temples, the Odeon, the Temple of 
Hadrian, the House of Amor, the Agora, the 
Marble street and the Theater too. Lunch at a 
local restaurant. Next we will visit the house 
of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that 
Mary came to Ephesus together with Saint 
John and lived there until her Assumption 
(according to the Catholic doctrine) or 
Dormition (according to orthodox beliefs).As 
this house is a place of pilgrimage it is visited 
by many Christian tourists often during 
the year. In the afternoon we will stop at a 
leather production workshop. As Ephesus has been a leather tannery center since ancient times, 
we can buy some leather clothes at the most reasonable price. We will also see a fashion show in 
which they will show us some of the most elegant jackets in the country. Then we will continue 
to İzmir-Esmirna, the third largest city in Turkey. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

7th Day SATURDAY ISTANBUL- CITY of ORIGIN (Breakfast)                                                                           
Breakfast at the hotel. In the combined hour transfer to the airport for Istanbul to take the flight 
back and end of our services. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Sunday) 
January      10/17/24/31   May  09/16/30  September  05/12/19/26  
February    07/14/21/28   June 06/13/20/27  October       03/10/17/14/31 
March        14/21/28   July   04/11/18   November   07/14/21/28 
April           11/25   August 01/08/22  December   05/12/19 

Departure Dates 2021; (Sunday) 
January    09/16/23/30 
February  06/13/20/27 
March       06/13 

LIT04 JEWELS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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LIT04 JEWELS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   

HOTEL CATEGORY  OPTION A
Istanbul

(according to chosen 

category)

Economy 

First

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Cappadocia Economy

First

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale
Economy 

First
Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel’s Park Hotel 4 * os.

Izmir
Economy

First
Blanca Hotel 4 *, Marina Hotel 4 *, Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single suppl. Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 490 225 470 Free %50
Prime Category 525 310 490 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY  HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD  OPTION B 
Istanbul

Superior Divan Hotel or Elite World or Mercure Bomonti 5 * or similar 

Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 
Pamukkale 5* Doga Thermal Spa or Colossae Hotel or Lycus River Hotel
Izmir 5* Movenpick Hotel, Wyndham Hotel or Hilton Hotel or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 650 390 630 Free %50

Prices include

Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 

Diet according to program 

Visits with tickets are included

Bus routes with A / C

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

Domestic flights from Istanbul / Cappadocia and Izmır / Istanbul

The Istanbul Half Day Tour

Prices do not include

Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during lunch / dinner 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 

Night show in Cappadocia: 50.-USD 

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 
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ITINERARY LIT05
JEWELS OF CAPPADOCIA PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS  
The domestic flight from Cappadocia / Istanbul
(Arrivals in Istanbul: Saturday) 
Min. 2 Pax

1st Day SATURDAY ISTANBUL (Breakfast)                                                                          
Arrival and reception at the airport by our staff. Transfer to the hotel. Accommodations.

2nd Day SUNDAY  ISTANBUL HALF DAY (Breakfast)                                    
Breakfast and departure to visit the old part where the most outstanding Ottoman and Byzantine 
monuments are concentrated. We will visit the old Hippodrome that preserves the Obelisk of 
Theodosius, the Egyptian Obelisk, the Serpentine Column and the Fountain of Emperor William. 
Next we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the world with 6 minarets in its time. 
We will finish our excursion with a visit to the Basilica Cisterna that was used as a water deposit 
during the Byzantine period. End of the excursion in the old part. Transfer and return to the hotel. 
Accommodation.  

3rd Day MONDAY  ISTANBUL - ANKARA - CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)                             
Breakfast and departure to Ankara passing through the mountains of Bolu, arrival in Ankara, 

LIT05 JEWELS OF CAPPADOCIA PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS  
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LIT05 JEWELS OF CAPPADOCIA PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS  

capital of the republic. Visit of the Ataturk Mausoleum; founder of the Republic of Turkey and 
Museum of Independence. Lunch and departure to Cappadocia,on the way we will visit the 
second largest lake in the country; The Salt Lake. Arrival at the hotel, dinner and accommodation. 
4th Day TUESDAY CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)                                                                      
Breakfast, The day is dedicated to know the spectacular Cappadocia Region, a mixture of the 
vagaries of nature and human art. Visit to the Göreme open-air museum with the frescoed cave 
churches. Stops in the valleys of Avcilar and Güvercinlik where you can enjoy an incredible lunar 
landscape. Lunch   followed by local visits to the carpet and onyx and turquoise workshops 
where you can find quality and good prices. (In Cappadocia you will have the possibility of taking 
an optional excursion in a hot air balloon optionally at sunrise) At night an optional excursion 
is offered to attend a show of local dances of the region. The show includes all types of drinks 
such as rakı wine beer (traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees of alcohol and anise) dried 
fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before going to the place. Return 
and accommodation at the hotel.  

5th Day WEDNESDAY CAPPADOCIA-ISTANBUL (Breakfast, Lunch)                                                      
Breakfast and departure to the underground city of Özkonak, Mazı or similar, excavated by the 
first Christian communities. Visit of Çavusin, a local town in the region with houses from different 
cultures. Tour of the Tres Bellas valley. Lunch and then visit to the Uçhisar valley where you can 
see the old fortress carved out of the rock. Visit to the Valley of Love where we will see the most 
curious formations in Cappadocia. In the afternoon transfer to the airport for Istanbul. Arrival in 
the city and transfer to the hotel. Accommodations.

6th Day THURSDAY ISTANBUL (Breakfast)                            
Breakfast and free day with the possibility of an optional excursion. Accommodation. 
Optional excursion (half day) Walk along the Bosphorus
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Breakfast. Departurefrom the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and then a boat 
trip along the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia, where we can enjoy the 
great beauty of Istanbul’s forests and its palaces and yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks 
Next we will visit the Suleiman Mosque, the Magnificent Mosque of Istanbul, another of the great 
buildings of the architect Sinan. The Süleymaniye Mosque is one of the most important cultural 
heritage sites in Turkey. It is the largest in the city of Istanbul and one of the most popular tourist 
spots in the city. Lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon free time. Overnight at the hotel.

7th DAY   FRIDAY ISTANBUL-CITY of ORIGIN (Breakfast)                                                  
Breakfast and departure to the airport to the city of origin. And end of our services. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January    09/16/23 / 30 May      01/08/22  September 04/11/18/25  
February  06/13/20/27  June    12/19   October      02/09/23/30 
March      13/20/27  July      03/17/24  November  06/13/20/27 
April         10/17/24  August 07/14/28  December  04/11/18 

Departure Dates 2022; (Saturday)
January   15 /22 
February 19/26   
March      05 

LIT05 JEWELS OF CAPPADOCIA PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS  
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HOTEL CATEGORY OPTION A 
Istanbul

(according to chosen cate-

gory)

Economy 

First

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Cappadocia Economy

First

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 460 180 440 Free %50

Prime Category 490 230 460 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD OPTION B 
Istanbul 5* Radisson Blue Pera 5 * or Elite World 5 * or Divan Hotel or similar 

Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 620 350 600 Free %50

 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 

Diet according to program 

Visits with tickets are included

Bus routes with A / C

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

The domestic flight from Cappadocia / Istanbul

The Istanbul Half Day Tour (2nd Day)

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during lunch / dinner 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
Night show in Cappadocia: 50-USD  

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD

Optional tour: Bosphorus half day with lunch (6TH day): 70 USD

www.wts.com.tr
LIT05 JEWELS OF CAPPADOCIA PACKAGE 
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS  
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ITINERARY; LIT06
SUPER TURKEY TOUR 9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS      
Departures on Friday, Saturday. 
Min. 2 Pax

Day 1 Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Departure on a regular flight to Istanbul. Arrival, transfer to the hotel and accommodation

2nd Day Istanbul Half Day (Breakfast) 
Breakfast and departure to visit the old part where the most outstanding Ottoman and Byzantine 
monuments are concentrated. We will visit the old Hippodrome that preserves the Obelisk of 
Theodosius, the Egyptian Obelisk, the Serpentine Column and the Fountain of Emperor William. 
Next we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, 
the only one in the world with 6 minarets in its 
time. We will finish our excursion with a visit to 
the Basilica Cisterna that was used as a water 
deposit during the Byzantine period. End of the 
excursion in the old part. Transfer and return to 
the hotel. Accommodation. NIGHT TRIP WITH 
DINNER AND SHOW / OPTIONAL: In the evening 
we offer you an unforgettable boat trip through 
the Bosphorus strait with dinner. On the boat 
we will enjoy the best views of Istanbul and the 
Bosphorus when it gets dark and everything is 
dressed in lights. Dinner and a show complete 
an evening like no other. Transfer to the port to 
board the boat with which we will sail through 
the Bosphorus Strait. In the middle of the tour 
we will enjoy the evening with live music and 
various shows, among which the performance 

LIT06 SUPER TURKEY TOUR  
9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS   
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of a DJ and the incomparable belly dance stand out.Return and accommodation at the hotel. 

3rd Day Istanbul- Bursa - Izmir area (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast.Departure for Bursa. We will cross the Gulf of Izmit by the Osman Gazi Bridge, the 
fourth longest bridge in the world. Bursa was the first capital of the Ottoman Empire and in it 
we will visit the Great Mosque, The Green Mosque and the Green Tomb. Lunch. Continuation to 
İzmir, the third largest city in the country. Dinner and accommodations.

 4th Day Izmir - Ephesus - Pamukkale (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast. Departure for Ephesus, capital of Asia Minor in Roman times. Visit to the archaeological 
remains where the temple of Hadrian, the library of Celsus, the great theater and the agora 
stands out. Possibility of visiting a local leather goods center. Lunch and continuation to 
Pamukkale, a natural wonder of gigantic white waterfalls, stalactites and natural pools from 
hot springs. Visit Hierapolis, one of the most important cities of the Roman era. Dinner and 
accommodations.

5th Day Pamukkale - Konya Cappadocia 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast. Departure for Konya. On 
the way we will visit a medieval inn 
on the Silk Road.Lunch. Continuation 
to Cappadocia. Visit one of the 
underground cities: Özkonak, Mazı 
or Saratlı. Arrival at hotel Dinner and 
accommodations.

6th Day Cappadocia
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast and departure to visit this 
wonderful region, a mixture of the 
vagaries of nature and human art. Visit 
the Göreme open-air museum with 
the frescoed cave churches. Stops in 
the Avcilar and Güvercinlik valleys 
where you can enjoy an incredible 
lunar landscape. Lunch. Next, Visit 
to the Uchisar valley where you can 
see the old rock-cut fortress. In the 
afternoon a typical visit to the onyx 
and turquoise workshops where you 
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can find quality and good prices. Dinner and accommodations.(In Cappadocia you will have the 
possibility of taking an optional excursion in a hot air balloon at sunrise) At night an optional 
excursion is offered to attend a show of local dances of the region. The show only includes all 
kinds of unlimited drinks such as rakı wine beer (traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees 
of alcohol and anise), dried fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before 
going to the place. Return and accommodation at the hotel.  

7th Day Capadoica - Ankara - Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) 
Breakfast and departure to Ankara, passing through the Salt Lake, the second largest lake in the 
country. Arrival in Ankara, capital of the Republic and visit to the Ataturk Mausoluem and the 
Museum of the Republic. Continuation to Istanbul passing through the Bolu Mountain pass. 
Lunch on the route. Arrival in Istanbul. Transfer to hotels. Accommodation. 

8th Day Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast. Stay on the hotel and breakfast on the chosen category. Free day to enjoy the city. 
Possibility of an optional excursion (boat ride on the bosphorus). 
Optional excursion (half day) Walk along the Bosphorus
Breakfast. Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and then a boat 
trip along the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia, where we can enjoy the 
great beauty of Istanbul’s forests, its palaces and yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks Next 
we will visit the Suleiman Mosque, the Magnificent Mosque of Istanbul, another of the great 
buildings of the architect Sinan. The Süleymaniye Mosque is one of the most important cultural 
heritage sites in Turkey. It is the largest in the city of Istanbul and one of the most popular tourist 
spots in the city. Lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon free time. Overnight at the hotel.

9th Day Istanbul - Country of Origin (Breakfast) 
Breakfast and transfer to the airport to take the flight for the final destination. End of our services.

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January     09 /16/23/30 May       01/08/22  September  04/11/18/25  
February    06/13/20  June      05/12/19/26  October       02/09/16/23/30 
March        06/13/20/27   July       03/17/24   November   06/13/20/27 
April          10/24   August  07/14/21/28   December   04/11/18 

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January     08/15/22/29 
February   19/26 
March        05 

LIT06 SUPER TURKEY TOUR  
9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS   
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HOTEL CATEGORY OPTION A
Istanbul

(according to chosen cate-

gory)

Economy First
Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Cappadocia
Economy First

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale Economy  First Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel’s Park Hotel 4 * os.

Izmir Economy First Blanca Hotel 4 *, Marina Hotel 4 *, Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single suppl. Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 525 225 495 Free %50

Prime Category 595 255 570 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD  OPTION B 
Istanbul Superior Divan Hotel or Elite World or Mercure Bomonti 5 * or similar 

Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 

Pamukkale 5* Doga Thermal Spa or Colossae Hotel or Lycus River Hotel

Izmir 5* Movenpick Hotel, Wyndham Hotel or Hilton Hotel or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 

Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 690 360 650 Free %50

7th DAY   FLIGHT FROM CAPPADOCIA TO ISTANBUL IS EXTRA $130 USD PER PERSON / WITH TRANSFERS

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 

EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY

Night show in Istanbul: 70.-USD 

Night show in Cappadocia: 50.-USD 

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Optional half day excursion (8th day): Walk by the Bosphorus Strait with lunch: 70 USD  

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 
Diet according to program 
Visits with tickets are included
Bus routes with A / C
Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program
Istanbul Half Day Tour.

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 
Drinks during lunch / dinner 
Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
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ITINERARY; LIT07
ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA PACKAGE 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS   
1 domestic flight to Cappadocia
Minimum 2 Pax 

1st Day | Saturday Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

2nd Day | Sunday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day with the possibility of having an optional excursion in “Bosphorus 
and Sultanahmet Neighborhood”. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSPHORUS AND SULTANAHMET 
NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with lunch) Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar 
(spice market) and then a boat tour in the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia 
where we can enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden 
palaces built on both banks. In the afternoon visit the Sultanahmet neighborhood with the 
Roman Hippodrome square, the Blue Mosque, unique among all Ottoman mosques to have 6 
minarets and at the end we will visit the famous Cistern Basilica that was used as a water deposit 
during Byzantine times. Return and accommodation at the hotel. 

3rd Day | Monday Istanbul | Ankara (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Free morning with the possibility of having an optional excursion to 
Topkapi Palace and Grand Bazaar OPTIONAL EXCURSION | TOPKAPI PALACE AND GRAND BAZAR 
(Half day without lunch) Departure from the hotel to visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of the 
Sultans of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewelry and porcelain. 
(Harem room with surcharge). Continuation for free time in the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays 
and religious holidays), a building that houses more than 4000 stores inside.
At the combined time (+ | - 14:00) departure by coach for Ankara, passing through the Istanbul 
Intercontinental Bridge. Arrival to the capital of the country. Dinner and accommodation. 

4th Day | Tuesday Ankara | Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel visit to the capital of Turkey with the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations 
with an exhibition of Palaeolithic, Neolithic, Hittite, Phrygian Urartu remains etc. and the Ataturk 

LIT07 ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA 
PACKAGE 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS   
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Mausoleum, dedicated to the 
founder of the Turkish Republic. 
Departure for Cappadocia. 
On the way, visit to the 
underground city of Saratli built 
by Christian communities to 
protect themselves from Arab 
attacks. The underground city 
preserves the stables, common 
rooms, meeting room and small 
rooms for families arrival at the 
Cappadocia. Hotel. Dinner and 
accommodation at the hotel.

5th Day | Wednesday 
Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, 
Dinner)
At dawn, possibility of 
participating in an optional 
hot air balloon excursion, a 
unique experience, over rock 
formations, fairy chimneys, 
natural formations, lunar 
landscapes.
Breakfast at the hotel. The day 
is dedicated to visiting this 
fantastic region, unique in the 
world, Goreme Valley, with its 
cave churches, with paintings 
from the 10th and 11th 
centuries; visit to the trogloyta 
village of Uçhisar, Paşabag 
valley, with its most spectacular 
fairy chimneys in Cappadocia, 
Dervent valley with its curious 
natural formations and time 
for artisan workshops such 
as carpets and semi-precious 
onyx-stones. At night an 
optional excursion is offered to 
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attend a show of local dances of the region. The show includes all kinds of unlimited drinks such 
as rakı wine beer (traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees of alcohol and anise), dried 
fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before going to the place. Return 
and accommodation at the hotel.  

6th Day | Thursday Cappadocia | Istanbul (Breakfast) (FLIGHT INCLUDED)
Breakfast. Transfer to Kayseri airport and flight to Istanbul (included). Arrival and transfer to the 
hotel. Overnight at the hotel. 

7th Day | Friday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day. Overnight at the hotel. 

8th Day | Saturday Departure from Istanbul (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel. At the combined time, transfer to the airport and end of our services. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January     09 /16/23/30  May        01/08/22  September 04/11/18/25 
February   06/13/20  June       05/12/19/26  October      02/09/16/23/30 
March       06/13/20/27  July         03/17/24   November  06/13/20/27 
April         10/24    August   07/14/21/28   December  04/11/18 
Departure Dates 2022; (Saturday)
January   08/15/22/29 
February 19/26 
March      05 

LIT07 ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA 
PACKAGE 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS   
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HOTEL CATEGORY 
Istanbul

(according to chosen cate-

gory)

Economy 

First

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Ankara
Economy

First
Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar

Cappadocia Economy

First

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 440 190 410 Free %50

Prime Category 570 250 530 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD  OPTION B 
Istanbul Superior Divan Hotel 5* or Elite World 5* or Mercure Bomonti 5* or similar.

Ankara 5* Movenpick Hotel or Sheraton Hotel Ankara or similar

Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 690 380 680 Free %50

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY
Optional excursion (2nd day) Bosphorus and Sultanahmet neighborhood Full day with lunch: 70 USD 

Optional excursion (3rd day) Half Day Without lunch: 50 USD

Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

Diet according to program 

Visits with tickets are included

The domestic flight from Cappadocia / Istanbul 

Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers

1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 6)

Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 6)

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during lunch / dinner 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

www.wts.com.tr
LIT07 ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA 
PACKAGE 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS   
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ITINERARY: LIT08
ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
WITH 2 INTERNAL FLIGHTS INCLUDED 
Minimum 2 Pax 

1st Day   Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
 
2nd DAY: ISTANBUL (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day with the possibility of having 
an optional excursion in “Bosphorus and Sultanahmet 
Neighborhood”. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSPHORUS AND 
SULTANAHMET NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with lunch)
Breakfast. Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar 
(spice market) and then boat tour on the Bosphorus the strait that 
separates Europe from Asia where we can enjoy the great beauty 
of the forests of Istanbul its palaces and yalı, wooden palaces built 
on both banks. In the afternoon we will continue our tour with a 
visit to the Beylerbeyi Palace which was built in white marble by 
Sultan Abdülaziz in the 19th century. Lunch at a local restaurant. 
The palace was used as a summer residence for the sultans and 
as a guest house for foreign dignitaries. At the end the guide will 
take us to the highest and most famous Camlıca Hill in the city 
where all the beauty is contemplated of the Bosphorus Strait. 
Transfer and return to the hotel. Accommodation. 

3rd DAY: ISTANBUL | FLIGHT TO CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day. Possibility of signing up for an 
optional excursion ‘HISTORIC ISTANBUL’. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | 
HISTORIC ISTANBUL (full day with lunch)
Departure from the hotel for a panoramic tour of the city, passing 
through the important neighborhoods of the historical part and 
the modern part of the city, including a walk through the İstiklal 
Street. (Lunch) In the afternoon visit the Topkapi Palace, residence 
and administrative center of the Sultans of the Ottoman Empire, 
famous for its excellent collections of weapons, jewels, porcelain 
and relics (Harem section with subcharge ticket).Continuation 
for free time in the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays, religious 
holidays and October 29), a building that houses more than 4000 
stores inside.

LIT08 ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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In the combined hour, transfer to the airport to take the domestic 
flight to Cappadocia (included). Arrival in Cappadocia. Dinner and 
accommodation at the hotel. 
 
4th DAY: CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
At dawn, possibility of participating in an optional hot air balloon 
excursion, a unique experience, over rock formations, fairy 
chimneys, natural formations, lunar landscapes.
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel through the 
Dervent valley to discover the natural formations of the region. 
Continuation of visits to the Goreme Valley-Open Air Museum, 
(World Heritage by UNESCO) the Byzantine complex formed by 
rock-cut churches. Lunch. Hike through the troglodyta village 
of Uchisar with its citadel that offers a magnificent view of the 
region. Visit the Pasabagi valley to see the famous fairy chimneys 
of the Cappadocia region. At night an optional excursion is offered 
to attend a show of local dances of the region. The show includes 
all kinds of unlimited drinks such as beer, wine and rakı (traditional 
Turkish drink containing 40 degrees alcohol and anise), dried fruits 
and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before 
going to the venue. Return and accommodation at the hotel.       

5th DAY: CAPPADOCIA | FLIGHT TO ISTANBUL (Breakfast, Lunch)
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel through the 
Kizilcukur valley for a hike. Continuation through the typical town 
of Cavusin. Lunch and visit to the underground city of Kaymakli, 
built by Christian communities to protect themselves from Arab 
attacks. The underground city preserves the stables, a church, 
large common rooms, meeting room and small rooms for families. 
After the tour, transfer to the airport to take the domestic flight 
(included) to Istanbul. Arrival to Istanbul. Transfer to the hotel. 
Accommodation.
 
6th DAY: ISTANBUL (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free day. Possibility of signing up for an optional tour 
‘JEWELS OF ISTANBUL’.

OPTIONAL EXCURSION | JEWELS OF ISTANBUL (full day with lunch)
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to visit the Sultanahmet 
neighborhood with the Roman Hippodrome square, the Blue 

www.wts.com.tr
LIT08 ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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Mosque, unique among all the Ottoman 
mosques to have 6 minarets in its time. 
Next we will visit the famous Cistern Basilica 
that was used as a water reservoir during 
Byzantine times. (Lunch) At the end we go 
to the Eyup neighborhood, which is the 
most revered Muslim shrine in Istanbul, after 
Mecca and Jerusalem it is the third holy place 
of pilgrimage in the Islamic world. At the top 
of the barium hill, above the cemetery is the 
famous Pierre Loti cafe. The cafe has a great 
view of the Golden Horn. Back to the hotel.
 
7th DAY: DEPARTURE FROM ISTANBUL (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel. At the combined time, transfer to the airport and end of our services. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Friday)
January     08/15/22/29   May        07/21   September  03/10/17/24 
February   05/12/19   June       04/11/18/25  October       01/08/15/22/29 
March       05/12/19/26  July        02/16/23    November   05/12/19/26 
April         09/23   August   06/13/20/27 December   03/10/17 

Departure Dates 2021; (Friday)
January    07/14/21/28 
February  18/25 
March       04 

LIT08 ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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LIT08 ISTANBUL WITH CAPPADOCIA 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   

HOTEL CATEGORY  OPTION A 
Istanbul

(according to chosen cate-

gory)

Economy 

First

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Cappadocia Economy

First

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 490 180 420 Free %50

Prime Category 570 230 530 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD OPTION B 
Istanbul 5* Radisson Blue Pera 5 * or Elite World 5 * or Divan Hotel or similar 

Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 

Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 690 260 670 Free %50

EXCURSIONS ARE OPTIONAL NET PRICES PER PERSON
EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKE
Optional IST Jewels Tour Full day with lunch: 70 USD

Optional Historical Excursion Full day with lunch: 60 USD

Optional Bosphorus and Topkapi tour complete with lunch: 70 USD

Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 

Transfers with assistance 

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

Menu according to program 

Visits with tickets are included

Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers

Domestic flights (Istanbul / Cappadocia and Cappadocia / Istanbul) 

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during lunch / dinner 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
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ITINERARY: LIT09
THE WONDERS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS     
WITH INTERNAL FLIGHT INCLUDED Minimum 02 Pax

1st Day | Saturday Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

2nd Day | Sunday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at hotel. Free day with the possibility of having an optional excursion in “Bosphorus 
and Sultanahmet Neighborhood” OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSPHORUS AND SULTANAHMET 
NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with 
lunch) Departure from the hotel 
to visit the Egyptian Bazaar 
(spice market) and then a boat 
tour in the Bosphorus, the strait 
that separates Europe from Asia 
where we can enjoy the great 
beauty of the forests of Istanbul, 
its palaces and the yalı, wooden 
palaces built on both banks. 
In the afternoon visit to the 
Sultanahmet neighborhood with 
the Roman Hippodrome square, 
then we will visit the famous 
Blue Mosque, the only one in the 
world with 6 minarets in its time. 
We will finish our excursion with 
a visit to the Basilica Cisterna 
that was used as a water deposit 
during the Byzantine period. End 
of the excursion in the old part. 
Transfer and return to the hotel. 
Accommodation. 

3rd Day | Monday Istanbul | 
Ankara (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at hotel. Free morning 
with the possibility of having an 
optional excursion to Topkapi 
Palace and Grand Bazaar. 

LIT09 THE WONDERS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS WITH INTERNAL FLIGHT INCLUDED 
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OPTIONAL EXCURSION | TOPKAPI PALACE 
AND GRAND BAZAR (Half day without 
lunch) 
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the 
hotel to visit the Topkapı Palace, residence 
of the Sultans of the Ottoman Empire, 
famous for its excellent collection of 
jewelry and porcelain. (Harem room with 
surcharge). Continuation for free time in 
the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays and 
religious festivals), a building that houses 
4000 shops and the old narrow streets.
At the combined time (+ | - 14I00) 
departure by coach for Ankara, passing 
through the Intercontinental Martyrs 
Bridge in Istanbul. Arrival to the capital of 
the country. Dinner at the hotel. 

4th Day | Tuesday Ankara | Cappadocia 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel  visit to the capital 
of Turkey with the Museum of Anatolian 
Civilizations  with an exhibition of Palaeolithic, Neolithic, Hittite, Phrygian Urartu remains etc. 
and the Ataturk Mausoleum, dedicated to the founder of the Turkish Republic. Departure for 
Cappadocia. On the way, visit to the underground city of Saratli built by Christian communities 
to protect themselves from Arab attacks. The underground city preserves the stables, common 
rooms, meeting room and small rooms for families. Arrival at the hotel in Cappadocia. Dinner and 
accommodation at the hotel.

5th Day | Wednesday Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
At dawn, possibility of participating in an optional hot air balloon excursion, a unique 
experience, over rock formations, fairy chimneys, natural formations, lunar landscapes.
Breakfast at the hotel. Day dedicated to the visit of this fantastic region, unique in the world 
Valley and the open air museum of Goreme, with its cave churches, with paintings from the 
10th and 11th centuries; visit to the trogloyta village of Uçhisar, Paşabag valley, with its most 
spectacular fairy chimneys in Cappadocia, Dervent valley with its curious natural formations and 
time for artisan workshops such as carpets and onyx-semi-precious stones. At night an optional 
excursion is offered to attend a show of local dances of the region. The show includes all kinds 
of unlimited drinks such as wine beer rakı (traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees of 
alcohol and anise), dried fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before 
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8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS WITH INTERNAL FLIGHT INCLUDED 
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going to the place. Return and accommodation at the hotel.  

6th Day | Thursday Cappadocia | Pamukkale (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast and departure to Pamukkale. In the course we will make a stop, to visit the Caravanserai 
of Sultanhan Seylucida inn from the medieval era. Lunch on the way. Arrival in Pamukale and 
free time in Pamukkale “Cotton Castle”, unique in the world with the thermal pools of calcareous 
origin and the petrified waterfalls. We will visit the ancient city Hierapolis. Hierapolis is one of 
the great deposits of Anatolia, its next to the attraction site of the cotton pools, make the place 
a point of great interest. Today Pamukkale is located right next to the Ancient City of Herapolis. 
The town was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and recognized as one of the most 
relevant and attractive tourist centers in the world. At the end, transfer to the hotel. Dinner and 
accommodations.

7th Day | Friday Pamukkale | Ephesus | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) 
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the ruins of Ephesus, it 
was the fifth great city of the Roman era. During our visit we will appreciate the famous Celsius 
library after Alexandria, theater and some Roman and Hellenic temples, the Odeon, the Temple 
of Hadrian, the House of Amor, the Agora, the Marble street and the Theater too. Lunch at a local 
restaurant. Next we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that Mary came to 
Ephesus together with Saint John and lived there until her Assumption (according to the Catholic 
doctrine) or Dormition (according to orthodox beliefs).As this house is a place of pilgrimage it is 
visited by many Christian tourists often during the year. In the afternoon we will stop at a leather 
production workshop. As Ephesus is a leather tannery center since ancient times we will have the 
possibility to buy some leather clothes with the most reasonable price. We will also see a fashion 
show in which we will be exposed to some of the most elegant jackets in the country. At the end 
transfer to Izmir airport to catch the domestic flight to Istanbul. Arrival and transfer to the hotel. 
Accommodation in Istanbul. 

 8th Day | Saturday Depart from Istanbul (Breakfast) (FLIGHT INCLUDED) 
Breakfast at hotel. At the combined time, transfer to the airport and end of our services. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January      09 /16/23/30  May       01/08/22  September 04/11/18/25 
February    06/13/20  June      05/12/19/26   October      02/09/16/23/30 
March        06/13/20/27  July         03/17/24   November  06/13/20/27 
April            10/24   August   07/14/21/28   December 04/11/18 

Departure Dates 2022; (Saturday)
January      08/15/22/29 
February   19/26 
March       05 

LIT09 THE WONDERS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS WITH INTERNAL FLIGHT INCLUDED 
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LIT09 THE WONDERS OF TURKEY PACKAGE 
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS WITH INTERNAL FLIGHT INCLUDED 

HOTEL CATEGORY OPTION A 
Istanbul

(according to chosen category)

Economy First Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Ankara Economy First Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar

Cappadocia Economy First Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale Economy First Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel’s Park Hotel 4 * os.

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 495 190 455 Free %50

Prime Category 590 220 550 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY  HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD  OPTION B 
Istanbul Superior Divan Hotel or Elite World or Mercure Bomonti 5 * or similar

Ankara 5* Movenpick Hotel or Sheraton Hotel Ankara or similar

Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 

Pamukkale 5* Doga Thermal Spa or Colossae Hotel or similar 

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 695 310 655 Free %50

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY
Optional excursion (2nd day) Bosphorus and Sultanahmet neighborhood Full day with lunch: 70 USD 

Optional excursion (3rd day) Half Day Without lunch: 50 USD

Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar)

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

Menu according to program 

Visits with tickets are included

Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers

1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 6)

Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 6)

Domestic flight Izmir / Istanbul 

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during lunch / dinner 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
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ITINERARY: LIT10
MAGNIFICENT TURKEY (COMPLETE TURKEY) 11 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS 
Min. 02 pax

1st Day SATURDAY CITY OF ORIGIN-ISTANBUL (Breakfast)       
Arrival and a pleasant welcome at the airport by our staff. Transfer to the hotel and lodging. 

2nd Day  SUNDAY ISTANBUL Excursion (Half day) 
Walk along the Bosphorus  Breakfast
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and 
the Rüstem Pasha mosque which is an Ottoman work, built between 1550 and 1561 by the 
well-known architect of the time Mimar Sinan in honor of the great vizier Rüstem Pachá, son-
in-law of Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent. The Rüstem Pasha Mosque is a fantastic example 
of mosaic decoration, making it one of the best architectural treasures in the city. Then we will 
board a boat for a beautiful walk along the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia 
where we will be able to enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, 
wooden palaces built on both banks. Transfer and return to the hotel.  Free time in the afternoon. 
Overnight at the hotel.

3rd DayMONDAY ISTANBUL - ANKARA-CAPPADOCIA 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)                                     
Breakfast and departure to Ankara passing through the mountains of Bolu, arrival in Ankara, 

LIT10 MAGNIFICENT TURKEY (COMPLETE 
TURKEY) 11 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS 
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capital of the republic. Visit the Ataturk Mausoleum, dedicated to the founder of the Turkish 
Republic. Lunch. Continuation to Cappadocia. As you pass we will see the second largest lake in 
Turkey, the Salt Lake. Arrival at the hotel, dinner and accommodation.

4thday TUESDAY CAPPADOCIA 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)  
                                                  
Breakfast and departure to visit 
this wonderful region, a mixture of 
the vagaries of nature and human 
art. Visit to the Göreme open-air 
museum with the frescoed cave 
churches. Stops in the Avcilar and 
Güvercinlik valleys where you can 
enjoy an incredible lunar landscape. 
Lunch. This is followed by local 
visits to the carpet, onyx and 
turquoise workshops where you 
can find quality and good prices. 

(In Cappadocia you will have the possibility of taking an optional excursion in a hot air balloon 
optionally at sunrise) At night an optional excursion is offered to attend a show of local dances 
of the region. The show includes all types of unlimited drinks such as wine beer rakı (traditional 
Turkish drink containing 40 degrees of alcohol and anise) dried fruits and fruits without food. We 
will have dinner at the hotel before going to the place. Return and accommodation at the hotel. 

5thday    WEDNESDAY CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)                                                                    
Breakfast and departure to the underground city of Özkonak or Mazı excavated by the first 
Christian communities. Visit of Çavusin, a local town in the region with houses from different 
cultures. Lunch. Tour of the Tres Bellas valley. Then visit the Uçhisar valley where you can see 
the ancient fortress carved out of the rock. Visit to the Valley of Love where we will see the most 
curious formations in Cappadocia. Dinner and accommodations.
    
6thday    THURSDAY CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)                                                            
Breakfast and departure to Pamukkale. On the way we will stop at an old inn near Konya 
called Caravanserai from the Seljuk era. Lunch at a local restaurant on the route. Lunch and 
continuation to Pamukkale, Arrival in and free time in Pamukkale “Cotton Castle”, unique in 
the world with the thermal pools of calcareous origin and the petrified waterfalls. We will visit 
the ancient city Hierapolis. Hierapolis is one of the great deposits of Anatolia, its next to the 
attraction site of the cotton pools, make the place a point of great interest. Today Pamukkale is 
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located next to the Ancient City of Herapolis. The town was declared a World Heritage Site by 
UNESCO and recognized as one of the most relevant and attractive tourist centers in the world. 
At the end of the visit transfer to thehotel. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. 

7thday FRIDAY PAMUKKALE-HIERAPOLIS-EFESO-ZONA de IZMIR (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)              
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the ruins of Ephesus, it 
was the fifth great city of the Roman era. During our visit we will appreciate the famous Celsius 
library after Alexandria, theater and some Roman and Hellenic temples, the Odeon, the Temple 
of Hadrian, the House of Amor, the Agora, the Marble street and the Theater too. Lunch at a local 

restaurant. Next we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that Mary came to 
Ephesus together with Saint John and lived there until her Assumption (according to the Catholic 
doctrine) or Dormition (according to orthodox beliefs).As this house is a place of pilgrimage 
it is visited by many Christian tourists often during the year. In the afternoon we will stop at a 
leather production workshop. As Ephesus has been a leather tannery center since ancient times, 

LIT10 MAGNIFICENT TURKEY (COMPLETE 
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we can buy some leather clothes at the 
most reasonable price. We will also see a 
fashion show in which they will show us 
some of the most elegant jackets in the 
country. Then we will continue to İzmir-
Esmirna, the third largest city in Turkey. 
Dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

8thday   SATURDAY ZONE of IZMIR 
-PERGAMON-TROYA-ÇANAKKALE 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast and departure to the ancient 
city of Bergama, one of the cultural, 
commercial and medical centers of 
the past. Visit the famous Asclepion 
that was considered one of the most 
important health centers of its era. 
Asclepion built for the god of health and 
physicians Asclepius is also known as 
the first psychiatric hospital. Here some 
medical investigations were carried out 
and different treatment methods were 
applied. Lunch and then departure to 
Canakkale to visit Troja, the ancient city 
that evokes by itself another poetic 
name; Homer’s Iliad. Arrival, dinner and 
accommodation. 

9thday SUNDAY ÇANAKKALE-ISTANBUL 
(Breakfast)                               
Breakfast and departure to the port to 
board the ferry to Istanbul. Arrival and 
transfer to the hotel. Accommodation at 
the hotel. 

10thday   MONDAY ISTANBUL (Breakfast)                                                                                           
Free day with the possibility of optional 
excursions. Excursion-Full Day in Historic 
Center Breakfast and departure to visit 
the old part where the most outstanding 
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Ottoman and Byzantine monuments are concentrated. At the beginning we will visit the Roman 
Hippodrome, which preserves the Obelisk of Theodosius, the Egyptian Obelisk, the Serpentine 
Column and the Fountain of Emperor William. Next we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the 
only one in the world with 6 minarets in its time. Old part. In the afternoon visit the Topkapı 
Palace, residence of the sultans of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of 
jewelry and porcelain. (Harem room with subcharge). Basilica Cistern that was used as a water 
tank during Byzantine times. At the end we will visit the famous historic market the Grand Bazaar 
(closed on Sundays and religious holidays), a building that houses 4000 fascinating shops where 
you can find everything you are looking for and Old narrow streets too. Transfer and return to the 
hotel. Accommodation. 

11thday   TUESDAY ISTANBUL- CITY of ORIGIN (Breakfast)                                                    
Breakfast and at the indicated time transfer to the airport. End of our services.

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January     09 /16/23/30 May   01/08/22  September 04/11/18/25 
February   06/13/20  June  05/12/19/26   October     02/09/16/23/30 
March       06/13/20/27  July    03/17/24   November 06/13/20/27 
April          10/24   August  07/14/21/28   December 04/11/18 

Departure Dates 2022; (Saturday)
January     08/15/22/29 
February   19/26 

LIT10 MAGNIFICENT TURKEY (COMPLETE 
TURKEY) 11 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS 
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HOTEL CATEGORY OPTION A
Istanbul

(according to chosen cate-

gory)

Economy 

First

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar 

Cappadocia Economy First Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale Economy  First Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel’s Park Hotel 4 * os.

Izmir Economy First Blanca Hotel 4 *, Marina Hotel 4 *, Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar

Canakkale Economy First Akol Hotel 4 *, Assos Garden 4 *, Troia Tusan Hotel 4 * os.

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single suppl. Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 595 265 570 Free %50

Prime Category 665 350 620 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY OPTION B 
Istanbul Luxury

(Old part) 

Eresin Topkapi 5 * or Ottoman Life 5 * or Crowne Plaza 5 * or similar

Cappadocia 4* Kapadokya Lodge 4 * or Mustafa 4 * or Altinoz 4 * or similar

Pamukkale 4* Lycus River 5 * or Richmond 5 * or Hierapark 5 * or similar 

Izmir 4* Marina 4 * or Blanca 4 * or Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar

Canakkale 4* Iris 4 * or Akol 4 * or MD Barbaros (butique) or similar 

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 755 1070 690 Free %50

NOTE: THE FLIGHT CHARGE FOR ISTANBUL (SUNDAY) AND CAPPADOCIA IS $ 60 PER PERSON 

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
Night show in Cappadocia: 50.-USD 
Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 
Diet according to program 
Visits with tickets are included
Bus routes with A / C

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program.

The Istanbul Half Day Tour

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 
Drinks during lunch / dinner 
Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

LIT10 MAGNIFICENT TURKEY (COMPLETE 
TURKEY) 11 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS 
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ITINERARY: LIT11
SPECTACULAR TURKEY 12 DAYS / 11 NIGHTS 
All visits include Min. 2 Pax

Day 01. Wednesday: ISTANBUL (Breakfast, Lunch)
Arrival in Istanbul and assistance at the airport. Transfer to the chosen hotel and accommodation.

Day: 02 Thursday: ISTANBUL Full Day Excursion in the Old Town (Breakfast, Lunch)
Breakfast and departure to visit the old part where the most outstanding Ottoman and Byzantine 
monuments are concentrated. At the beginning we will visit the Roman Hippodrome, which 
preserves the Obelisk of Theodosius, the Egyptian Obelisk, the Serpentine Column and the 
Fountain of Emperor William. Next we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the 
world with 6 minarets in its time. Old part. In the afternoon visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of 
the sultans of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewelry and porcelain. 
(Harem room with subcharge).  Basilica Cistern that was used as a water tank during Byzantine 
times. At the end we will visit the famous historic market the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays 
and religious holidays), a building that houses 4000 fascinating shops where you can find 
everything you are looking for and Old narrow streets too. Transfer and return to the hotel. 
Accommodation.  

LIT11 SPECTACULAR TURKEY 
12 DAYS / 11 NIGHTS 
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Day 03. Friday: ISTANBUL Full Day 
Excursion to the Bosphorus (Breakfast, 
Lunch)
Breakfast and departure for a full day visit 
that includes the Species Market and a 
beautiful boat ride on the Bosphorus, 
thestrait that separates Europe from Asia 
where we can enjoy the great beauty of 
the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the 
yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks. 
We will continue our tour with a visit to 
the Beylerbeyi Palace, which was built 
in white marble by Sultan Abdülaziz in 
the 19th century. The palace was used as 
a summer residence for the sultans and 
as a guest house for foreign dignitaries.
( Lunch at a local restaurant) Colina de 
Camlıca (where the beauty of all strait is 
contemplated) which is also called the hill 
of lovers. At the end of the tour, transfer to 
the Hotel. Accommodation. 

Day 04. Saturday: ISTANBUL / ANKARA 
(Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast and free morning for personal 
activities at the indicated time we will 
transfer by bus to go to the capital of 
the Turkish Republic, Ankara, arrival 
in the city and transfer to the hotel. 
Accommodations.

Day 05. Sunday: ANKARA / CAPPADOCIA 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast and at the indicated time we 
will start the visit of Ankara, Capital of 
the Turkish Republic. In which we will 
visit; the Museum of Ancient Anatolian 
Civilizations, the Mausoleum of Atatürk, 
founder of the republic. In the afternoon 
departure to Cappadocia, passing by the 
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Salt Lake. Arrival. Dinner and accommodation. (During 
your stay in Cappadocia you will have the possibility 
to participate in a show that consists of several typical 
folk dances of the country in a typical cave) The show 
only includes all types of unlimited drinks such as beer, 
wine and rakı (traditional Turkish drink that It contains 
40 degrees of alcohol and anise) dried fruits and fruits 
without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before 
going to the place. Return and accommodation at the 
hotel. 

Day 06. Monday: CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, 
Dinner)
Breakfast and a full day excursion through this 
fascinating region of lunar landscapes. The Goreme 
Valley, an incredible Byzantine monastic complex made 
up of churches cut into the rock with beautiful frescoes, 
the troglodyte villages of Uchisar, a natural fortress, 
Pasabag, the fairy chimneys, Avanos potters village, 
finally the underground city of Kaymakli or Ozkonak. 
The Cappadocia visit will also give you the opportunity 
to visit the typical workshops; of rugs, and stones 
(onyx, turquoise).In Cappadocia, you will have the 
possibility to take an optional hot air balloon excursion 
at sunrise to enjoy the sunrise in this region. Dinner and 
accommodations.

Day 07 Tuesday: CAPPADOCIA / KONYA / PAMUKKALE 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast and departure to Konya city on the way we 
will visit a local medieval inn on the Silk Road. Lunch 
and continuation to Pamukkale, a natural wonder of 
gigantic white waterfalls, stalactites and natural pools 
from hot springs. Arrival at the hotel in Pamukkale 
which was one of the most important cities of Roman 
times. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 08. Wednesday: PAMUKKALE / AFRODISIAS / KUSADASI (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast. We will visit the ancient city Hierapolis. Hierapolis is one of the great deposits of 
Anatolia, its next to the attraction site of the cotton pools, make the place a point of great 
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interest. Today Pamukkale is located next to the Ancient 
City of Herapolis. The town was declared a World Heritage 
Site by UNESCO and recognized as one of the most 
relevant and attractive tourist centers in the world.

The city of Pamukkale gets its name meaning “Cotton 
Castle” from the white layer formations of limestone. 
Hierapolis is also called “the Sacred City” due to numerous 
temples and religious buildings. The beauty of the white 
stones (travertines) that cover all the natural pools that 
were formed by thermal water will attract us without a 
doubt. Transfer to the hotel. How are these small pools 
of thermal water created? İts origin is found in the 
tectonic movements that took place in the depression of 
the fault of the Menderes river basin. These gave rise to 
the appearance of hot springs, and all of these made it 
possible for Pamukkale to exist. Lunch. Continuation to 
Aphrodisias, one of the most interesting archaeological 
sites in Turkey that preserves important masterpieces of 
Roman architecture. We continue to Kusadasi. Dinner and 
accommodations. 

Day 09. Thursday: KUSADASI (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast. Departure to Ephesus, the best preserved 
ancient city in Asia Minor. During our visit we will 
appreciate the famous Celcius library after Alexandria, 
theater and some Roman and Hellenic temples, the 
Temple of Hadrian, the Roman baths, the Odeon, etc. 
Then we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is 
assumed that Mary came to Ephesus together with Saint 
John and lived there until her Assumption (according to 
Catholic doctrine) or Dormition (according to Orthodox 
beliefs). The Basilica of Saint John. In the afternoon we will 
visit a large leather shop. As Ephesus is a leather market 
center we will have the possibility to buy some leather 
clothes with the most reasonable price. We will also see a fashion show in which we will be 
exposed to some of the most elegant jackets in the country. Dinner and accommodation. 

Day 10. Friday: KUSADASI / PERGAMO / TROYA / CANAKKALE (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast and departure to the ancient city of Bergama, one of the cultural, commercial and 
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medical centers of the past. Visit the famous Asclepion that was considered one of the most 
important health centers of its era. Asclepion built for the god of health and physicians Asclepius 
is also known as the first psychiatric hospital. Here some medical investigations were carried 
out and different treatment methods were applied. Lunch and then departure to Canakkale to 
visit Troja, the ancient city that evokes by itself another poetic name; Homer’s Iliad. Arrival and 
accommodation.  

Day 11. Saturday: CANAKKALE / ISTANBUL (Breakfast)
Breakfast and departure to the port to board the ferry to Istanbul. Arrival and transfer to the 
chosen hotel. Accommodation.

Day 12. Sunday: ISTANBUL (Breakfast)
Breakfast and transfer to the airport for departure flight. END OF OUR SERVICES. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Wednesday)
January     13/20/27   May  05/12/19/26  September 01/08/15/22/29 
February    03/10/17/24  June  02/09/16/23/30  October     06/13/20/27 
March        03/10/17/24/31   July   07/14/21 /28   November 03/10/17/24 
April          07/14/21/28  August 04/11/18/25 December 01/08/15 

Departure Dates 2022; (Wednesday)
January   12/19/26 
February  02/09/16/23 
March  02/09 000
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HOTEL CATEGORY OPTION A 
Istanbul Economy First Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar
Ankara Economy  First Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar
Cappadocia

Economy First
Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 * or Perissia Hotel 5 * or Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar
Pamukkale Economy First Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel's Park Hotel 4 * os.
Kuşadası Economy First Palm Hotel 4 *, Derici Hotel 4 *, Hotel Ilyada Avangard 4 * os.
Çanakkale Economy First Akol Hotel 4 *, Assos Garden 4 *, Troia Tusan Hotel 4 * os.

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 750 230 670 Free %50
Prime Category 860 340 800 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD OPTION B 
Istanbul Superior Radisson Blue Pera or Elite World or Mercure Bomonti 5 * or similar
Ankara 5* Movenpick Ankara, Sheraton Hotel or similar
Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 
Pamukkale 5* Doga Thermal Spa or Colossae Hotel or similar 
Kuşadası 5* Doubletree By Hilton, Pine Bay Holiday Resort, Charisma de luxe Hotel os.
Çanakkale 4 or 5* Kolin Hotel, Avec Hotel, Büyük Truva Hotel os. 

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years

Superior Category  990 450 900 Free

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar)

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

Menu according to program 

Visits with tickets are included

Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers

1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 6)

Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 6)

Domestic flight Izmir / Istanbul 

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during lunch / dinner 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
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ITINERARY LIT12
THE BEST OF TURKEY PACKAGE 13 DAYS / 12 NIGHTS 

All meals and visits are included! Domestic flights Istanbul / Cappadocia and Izmir / Istanbul 
MOUNT OMBLİGO: ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES THAT CHANGED THE BEGINNING 
OF THE HUMAN CIVILIZATION HISTORY & ISTANBUL & CAPPADOCIA & EFES & GASTRONOMY 
CITIES IN ANATOLIA BY UNESCO & THE WAY OF SAINT PAUL
Minimum 2 Pax

1th DAY KAYSERİ / CAPPADOCIA
Arrival at Kayseri airport through the international flight and assistance. Transfer from the airport 
to the hotel. You can take advantage of a sandwich pack with juice or fruits as a lunch box in your 
room when you arrive at the hotel. 

2nd DAY CAPPADOCIA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. In Cappadocia, you will have the possibility to take an optional hot air 
balloon excursion at sunrise to enjoy the sunrise in this region.We will spend a day filled with 
the wonder of the landscapes. At the beginning we will visit the Goreme museum   that is best 
known in the region and filled with the cave churches that were excavated by the Christians. In 
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these churches we will appreciate the beauty 
of the frescoes. As Cappadocia is the center 
of handicraft workshops since ancient times 
we will visit a workshop where they weave 
the best carpets in the country, then we will 
go to see the underground city that was first 
excavated by the Hittites to stalk the enemies 
and then expanded by the Christians as 
shelters against the enemies. We will go to 
Uçhisar and Avcılar which are beautiful towns 
where they have a beautiful view. We will 
appreciate the beauty of the rock formations 
and the sunset as well. At night an optional 
excursion is offered to attend to see a show 
of typical dances of the region. The show 
includes all types of unlimited drinks such 
as wine beer rakı (traditional Turkish drink 
containing 40 degrees of alcohol and anise) 
dried fruits and fruits without food. We will 
have dinner at the hotel before going to the 
place. Return and accommodation at the 
hotel. 

3rd DAY CAPPADOCIA 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. We start our visit in the 
Pasabagı valley where the fairy chimneys are 
best seen. We will surely be enchanted by the 
beauty of the formations. We will continue 
our way this time in the Devrent valley 
that encompasses various types of curious 
formations created by nature. Next we will 
make a stop in the valley uc guzeller (tres 
linda) to take the beautiful photos. Lunch at 
a local restaurant. We will have time to visit 
a stone workshop where various and typical 
stones that are only found in the country 
are exhibited such as onyx, turquoise, agate, 
zultanite (which is supposed to be worn by 
Roxelana (Suleiman Magnifico’s wife). -semi-
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precious stones. Then we will stop in the valley of pigeons where ancient civilizations made 
dovecotes to take advantage of their excrement as fertilizer for the purpose of increasing the 
fertility of the earth. The visit to the village Çavuşin to see the cave houses. The visit in a pottery 
workshop. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. 

4th DAY CAPPADOCIA / URFA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 530 km
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Urfa. Lunch at a local restaurant. Arrival at the hotel. 
Overnight at the hotel.

5th DAY GOBEKLITEPE / URFA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Urfa is the ancient city where the prophet Abraham is supposed to have 
lived for several years. In the beginning we will visit on Navel Mount to see the most recent 
and oldest discovery in the world. Göbekli Tepe (Turkish for “Mount Navel”) is an ancient 
sanctuary that stands at the highest point of an extensive mountain range located about 
15 km away in the northeast of the city of Sanliurfa (formerly Urfa / Edessa), in southeastern 
Turkey, near the Syrian border. The site, which is currently being excavated by Turkish and 
German archaeologists. Mysteriously, this entire complex of stones, pillars and sculptures was 
built in the 10th millennium BC (ca. 11,500 years ago) and deliberately buried around 8000 BC, 
remaining abandoned for 500 years. Together with Nevali Çori, this site has revolutionized the 
understanding of our History. Return to Urfa for lunch. Visit to the fish lake (sacred) a large pool 
full of carp that the water reflects mosque. On the way we will stop in Harran to see beehive 
houses with cone-shaped roofs. Accommodation and dinner at the hotel. 
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6th DAY URFA / GAZIANTEP (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 140 km
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Gaziantep. On the way we will make a stop at the Zeugma 
mosaic museum. We will have the possibility to appreciate the diversity and beauty of the 
marvelous mosaics from the Roman era.Lunch at a local restaurant. Arrival in Tarsus. Dinner and 
accommodation at the hotel.

7th DAY GAZIANTEP / TARSUS(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 255 km
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Tarsus, the place where Saint Paul was born. Saint Paul is 
considered one of the most important promoters and preachers of the Christian religion, so for 
many religious groups, the visit to the places that traveled on his pilgrimages is a unique and 
vital experience. Most of the lands visited by Saint Paul during his pilgrimages are in Anatolia. 
The main reasons that motivated Saint Paul to make these trips were to spread the Christian 
faith, convert the inhabitants of the region and in general preach their religion. Lunch at a local 
restaurant. One of the interesting things that we will see will be the Well of Saint Paul, the Holy 
Church of Saint Paul including Cleopatra’s Gate. Dinner and overnight at the hotel.

8th DAY TARSUS / SILIFKE / KONYA 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 320 km
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Silifke. On the way, we will stop in Kizkalesi to see the beauty 
of the fortress that was built on a distant island. Then we will visit Alahan monastery is an 
excellent example of Byzantine architecture in its first epoch (it is the temporary world heritage 
work).Lunch at a local restaurant. During the trip we will pass next to the Taurus Mountain. At 
the end we arrive at the sacred city Konya which was the capital of the famous humanist and 
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philosopher Mevlana Rumi who 
founded the mystical and religious 
sect of the Dancing Dervishes. Dinner 
and accommodation in the hotel.

9th DAY KONYA / PAMUKKALE 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 395km
Breakfast. After breakfast we will 
visit the mausoleum of the famous 
religious philosopher Mevlana and 
the church of San Pablo that was 
a pilgrimage place for Christian 
pilgrims before. We will continue 

traveling towards Pamukkale, visiting the ancient city of Hierapolis. Hierapolis is one of the great 
deposits of Anatolia, its next to the attraction site of the cotton pools, make the place a point of 
great interest. Today Pamukkale is located right next to the Ancient City of Herapolis. The town 
was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and recognized as one of the most relevant and 
attractive tourist centers in the world.

The city of Pamukkale gets its name meaning “Cotton Castle” from the white layer formations 
of limestone. Hierapolis is also called “the Sacred City” due to numerous temples and religious 
buildings. The beauty of the white stones (travertines) that cover all the natural pools that were 
formed by thermal water will attract us without a doubt. Transfer to the hotel. How are these 
small pools of thermal water created? İts origin is found in the tectonic movements that took 
place in the depression of the fault of the Menderes river basin. These gave rise to hot springs, 
and all of these made it possible for Pamukkale to exist. At the end of the visit transfer to the 
hotel. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. 

10th DAY KUSADASI / EPHESUS / ISTANBUL (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the ruins of Ephesus, it 
was the fifth great city of the Roman era. During our visit we will appreciate the famous Celsius 
library after Alexandria, theater and some Roman and Hellenic temples, the Odeon, the Temple 
of Hadrian, the House of Amor, the Agora, the Marble street and the Theater too. Lunch at a local 
restaurant. Next we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that Mary came to 
Ephesus together with Saint John and lived there until her Assumption (according to the Catholic 
doctrine) or Dormition (according to orthodox beliefs).As this house is a place of pilgrimage it is 
visited by many Christian tourists often during the year. In the afternoon we will stop at a leather 
production workshop. As Ephesus is a leather tannery center since ancient times we will have the 
possibility to buy some leather clothes with the most reasonable price. We will also see a fashion 
show in which we will be exposed to some of the most elegant jackets in the country. At the end 
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transfer to Izmir airport to catch 
the domestic flight to Istanbul. 
Arrival and transfer to the hotel. 
Accommodation in Istanbul. 

11th DAY ISTANBUL (Breakfast, 
Lunch, Dinner) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. After 
breakfast, the complete tour: At 
the beginning we will visit the 
Sultan Ahmet square and the Old 
Hipodromo where the horse-
drawn bullfights previously took 
place. Next we head towards Santa 
Sofia, a masterpiece of Byzantine 
art. Santa Sofia was an Orthodox 
church during Byzantine times 
after the Ottoman conquest, 
Sultan Mehmet converted it into 
a mosque. When the Ottoman 
Empire came to an end, the 
founder of the Republic of Turkey 
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk ordered it 
to be transformed into a museum 
that continued to be so until 2020 
and in the end it has become a mosque. Lunch at a local restaurant. Visit to the Blue Mosque 
which was built in the 17th century by the order of Sultan Ahmet. It was the only mosque in 
its time that had 6 minarets (tall towers).After lunch we will visit famous Topkapı Palace which 
was the residence and administrative center of the Ottoman Sultans and the place where the 
concubines also lived until the 19th century.At the end we will go to the most famous and oldest 
Ottoman Market Grand Bazaar that attracts many tourists with its 4000 shops and narrow streets. 
Transfer and return to the hotel. Accommodations.

12th DAY ISTANBUL (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast. Departurefrom the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and then a boat 
tour of the Bosphorus, thestrait that separates Europe from Asia where we can enjoy the great 
beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks. 
Lunch at a local restaurant. Then we will visit the Beylerbeyi Palace which was built in white 
marble by Sultan Abdülaziz in the 19th century. Lunch at a local restaurant. The palace was 
used as a summer residence for the sultans and as a guest house for foreign dignitaries. At the 
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end we will head towards the famous 
Camlıca Hill which is one of the highest 
in the city where all the Beauty of the 
Bosphorus Strait. Return and overnight 
at the hotel. 

13th DAY ISTANBUL (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel. At the indicated 
time, transfer to the airport to take the 
flight back and end of our services. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Wednesday)
January    20     May    12    September  08/22  
February  10     June    09    October       06/20 
March   10/24    July    14     November   03
April     28   August   04/18    December   08

Departure Dates 2022; (Wednesday)
January    12
February   09
March    02
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HOTEL CATEGORY 
Istanbul

(according to chosen 

category)

First

Superior

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Mercure Bomonti 5 * or Crowne Plaza Harbiye 5 * or similar

Cappadocia First

Superior

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar
Urfa First

Superior

Hilton Garden 4 *, Nevali Hotel or similar.

Gaziantep
First

Superior
Double Tree By Hilton 4 *, Dedeman Park Hotel 4 * os.

Tarsus
First

Superior
Hotel Zorbaz 3 *, Osmanlı Marco Pasa Hotel os. (cat.speciale)

Konya
First

Superior
İbis Hotel 4 * or Konak Hotel 4 * os.

Kuşadası First

Superior

Palm Hotel 4 *, Derici Hotel 4 *, Hotel Ilyada Avangard 4 * os.

Doubletree By Hilton, Pine Bay Holiday Resort, Charisma de luxe Hotel 

os.
PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 

Pp / dbl
Single 

Supp
Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Prime Category  950  350   810 Free %50
Superior Category 1180  450   900 Free %50

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 

Show in Urfa: 50 USD

Prices include
All indicated transfers
The planned hotels or similar
Meals listed as below
FB. Breakfast (D), Lunch (A), Dinner (C)
We will have the opportunity to try the richest foods of Anatolian cuisine. 
Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program.
Visits with tickets are included
And local taxes
Tips in restaurants
Domestic flights Istanbul / Cappadocia and Izmir / Istanbul 
All hotel taxes.

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras
Drinks during lunch / dinner
Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
Tip to porters
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ITINERARY: LIT13
THE PEARL OF THE BYZANIAN EMPIRE 
PACKAGE 08 DAYS / 07 NIGHTS 
ISTANBUL & ATHENAS 
Minimum 02 Pax 
** DEPARTURES** every Friday 

1st Day | Arrival in Istanbul
Transfer to the hotel of the chosen 
category. 

2nd Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) 
Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from 
the hotel for a panoramic tour of the 
city, passing through the important 
neighborhoods of the historical part and 
the modern part of the city, including a 
walk through the İstiklal Street. Lunch at 
a typical restaurant. In the afternoon visit 
to the neighborhood Sultanahmet Square 
Roman Hippodrome, the Sultan Ahmed 
Mosque, unique among all Ottoman 
mosques have 6 minarets. Next we will 
visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only 
one in the world with 6 minarets in its 
time. We will continue our excursion to 
Basilica Cisterna that was used as a water deposit during the Byzantine period. Free time in the 
Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays and religious holidays), a building that houses more than 4000 
shops inside. Transfer to the hotel. Accommodation at the hotel 

3th Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and 
then a boat tour in the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia where we can 
enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden palaces built 
on both banks. Lunch at local restaurant. In the afternoon visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of 
the sultans of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewels and porcelains. 
(Harem room with subcharge). Transfer to the hotel. Accommodation at the hotel. 

4th Day | Istanbul / Athens (Breakfast) 

LIT13 THE PEARL OF THE BYZANIAN EMPIRE 
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Breakfast at the hotel.Transfer to the airport. Arrival at Athens airport. Our driver will be waiting 
for you at the airport to transfer you to the hotel. You have the rest of the day free. 

5th Day: Athens (Breakfast)
Breakfast. In the morning, departure to visit the city. The tour begins with a brief stop at the 
Panatheneum stadium, where the first modern-era Olympiad was held in 1896. We continue 
with a panoramic view of the city, with the Parliament, the Memorial of the Unknown Soldier and 
walking along Panepistimiou Avenue, we see the Schliemman house, the University, the library 
and the Academy. Leaving behind the Temple of Olympian Zeus and the Arch of Hadrian, arriving 
at the sacred hill of the Greeks: Acropolis and its monuments: the imposing Propylaea, the 
Parthenon, the Erechtheion with its renowned Porch of the Caryatids, and the recently restored 
temple of Athena Nike. End of visit and return to the hotel. You have the rest of the day free.

6th Day: Athens / Saronicas Islands (Breakfast)
At the appropriate time, we will transfer you to the port to board the cruise. During the 
excursion, you will visit three islands of the Saronic Gulf: Idra, Poros and Égina. First island, 
Aegina, with its rich history, its beautiful landscape with the famous pistachio bushes, its harbor 
with the fish market and the colorful floating vegetable market, the picturesque port of Santa 
Marina and its hospitable inhabitants. Here we can visit the Byzantine church of San Nectarios, 
where the silver urn decorated with the saint’s bones is located. Next we are going to move to 
the fifth century BC, in the Doric temple of Afea, the best preserved ancient temple in Greece, 
with its wonderful views of the sea.

Our next destination is the green island of Poros, with its pine trees, its lemon trees, its narrow 
streets and its bell tower, from where we will enjoy its panoramic view.
Finally, the island of painters and the dream of photographers, Idra! One of the most 
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cosmopolitan Greek islands, the favorite of the international jet-set. Unique architecture, 
transparent waters, famous jewels and popular art objects, donkeys - the only means of 
transportation allowed on the island - bring us closer to the living history of the Mediterranean. 
We can only return to Athens, having one of the most pleasant and precious experiences of his 
life. 

End of excursion and return to the hotel.

7th Day: Athens (Breakfast)
Free day for personal activities. During their stay in Athens, they could walk through the 
picturesque neighborhoods of Plaka, Monastiraki and Thissio, have a drink or dinner at one of the 
sites overlooking the historical monuments or shop in the street shops Ermou or the Kolonaki 
neighborhood. 

8th Day: Athens / Airport (Breakfast)
It depends on the departure time of your international flights, we will transfer you to the airport.

Departures every Friday
January 08, 2021 - March 15, 2022

LIT13 THE PEARL OF THE BYZANIAN EMPIRE 
PACKAGE 08 DAYS / 07 NIGHTS 
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PACKAGE 08 DAYS / 07 NIGHTS 

HOTEL CATEGORY 
Economy Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Athens Hotel Crystal City 3 * os.

Istanbul 

Athens

First 

Superior

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Athenas Hotel Titania 4 *; Novotel Athenas 4 * os.

Divan Hotel 5* or Elite World 5* or Mercure Bomonti 5* or similar 

Athens Royal, Olympic 5 *, Divani Apollon Palace 5 * os.

December / January / Feb.

June / July / Aug / November
Pp / dbl

Single 

Supp
Pp / trp 0-2 years

Tourist Category 730 325 635 Free
Prime Category 890 475 770 Free
Superior Category 1100 710 990 Free

March / April / May / Sept. / October Pp / dbl
Single 

Supp
Pp / trp 0-2 years

Tourist Category 790 390 690 Free
Prime Category 990 540 850 Free
Superior Category 1290 800 1170 Free

These prices are not valid during the congress season and Christmas either. Flight Istanbul / Athenas / Istanbul 
according to your request pp 180 USD 

Prices include
3 nights accommodation in Istanbul & 4 nights accommodation in Athens 
7 nights / 8 Day BB Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 
All transfers according to the Istanbul itinerary.
Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program.
Diet according to program 
Visits with tickets are included
Athens city tour (regular tour, Spanish-speaking guide, tickets included)
Cruise through Idra - Poros - Égina (full day excursion, lunch on board)
Daily breakfast
Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 
Drinks during meals 
Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

Annotation:
For reasons of better operation, the itinerary could be done the other way around
Extra for Spanish speaking assistant during transfers: 40 usd / pp per transfer
Extra for night transfer (22:00 - 06:00): 20 usd. for transfer
Accommodation fees paid directly at clients’ hotels
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ITINERARY LIT14
PROMOTION TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLAND OF CHIOS PACKAGE 10 DAYS / 09 NIGHTS 
WITH FLIGHT INCLUDED
Minimum 2 Pax (NOT DONE BETWEEN DECEMBER AND FEBRUARY)

1st Day | Saturday Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

2nd Day | Sunday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at hotel. Free day with the possibility of having an optional excursion in “Bosphorus 
and Sultanahmet Neighborhood”. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSPHORUS AND SULTANAHMET 
NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with lunch) Breakfast. Depart from the hotel to visit the Egyptian 
Bazaar (spice market) and then a boat trip through the Bosphorus, the strait that separates 
Europe from Asia where we can enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces 
and the yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks. In the afternoon visit the Sultanahmet 
neighborhood with the Roman Hippodrome square, the Blue Mosque, unique among all 
Ottoman mosques to have 6 minarets (towers) in its time. We will finish our excursion with a visit 
to the Basilica Cisterna that was used as a water deposit during the Byzantine period. End of the 
excursion in the old part. Transfer and return to the hotel. Accommodation at the hotel.

3rd Day | Monday Istanbul | Ankara (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Free morning with the possibility of having an optional excursion to 
Topkapi Palace and Grand Bazaar OPTIONAL EXCURSION | TOPKAPI PALACE AND GRAND BAZAR 
(Half day without lunch)  Departure from the hotel to visit the Topkapı Palace, residence and 
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administrative center of the Sultans of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collections 
of weapons, jewels, porcelains and relics (Harem section with extra ticket).Continuation for free 
time in the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays, religious holidays and October 29), a building that 
houses more than 4000 stores inside.

At the combined time (+ | - 13:00) departure by coach for Ankara (450 km), passing through the 
intercontinental bridge in Istanbul. Arrival to the capital of the country. Dinner at the hotel. 

4th Day | Tuesday Ankara | Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel visit to the capital of Turkey with the Museum of Anatolian 
Civilizations with an exhibition of Palaeolithic, Neolithic, Hittite, Phrygian Urartu remains etc. 
and the Ataturk Mausoleum, dedicated to the founder of the Turkish Republic. Departure for 
Cappadocia (290 km). On the way, visit to the underground city of Saratli built by Christian 
communities to protect themselves from Arab attacks. The underground city preserves the 
stables, common rooms, meeting room and small rooms for families.Arrival in the Cappadocia 
region, dinner and overnight at the hotel. 
5th Day | Wednesday Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
At dawn, possibility of participating in an optional hot air balloon excursion, a unique 
experience, over rock formations, fairy chimneys, natural formations, lunar landscapes.
Breakfast at the hotel. The day is dedicated to visiting this fantastic region, unique in the world, 
Goreme Valley, with its cave churches, with paintings from the 10th and 11th centuries; visit 
to the trogloyta village of Uçhisar, Paşabag valley, with its most spectacular fairy chimneys in 
Cappadocia, Dervent valley with its curious natural formations and time for artisan workshops 
such as carpets and semi-precious onyx-stones. At night an optional excursion is offered to 
attend a show of local dances of the region. The show includes all kinds of unlimited drinks such 
as wine beer rakı (traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees of alcohol and anise), dried 
fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before going to the place. Return 
and accommodation at the hotel. 

6th DAY | THURSDAY CAPPADOCIA | PAMUKKALE (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast and departure to Pamukkale. In the course we will make a stop, to visit the Sultanhan 
Caravanserail, Seylucida inn from the medieval era. Arrival in Pamukkale and free time in the 
“Castle of Algodon”, unique in the world with the thermal pools of calcareous origin and the 
petrified waterfalls. We will visit the ancient city Hierapolis. Hierapolis is one of the great deposits 
of Anatolia, its next to the attraction site of the cotton pools, make the place a point of great 
interest. Today Pamukkale is located right next to the Ancient City of Herapolis. The town was 
declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and recognized as one of the most relevant and 
attractive tourist centers in the world. Dinner and accommodation. 

7th DAY | FRIDAY PAMUKKALE | EPHESUS | ESMIRNA (Breakfast, Dinner)
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Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Efeso (200 km). Arrival and visit to the archaeological 
area of Ephesus, a city dedicated to Artemis. The Odeon, the Temple of Hadrian, the House of 
Love, the Library of Celsus, the Agora, the Marble Street and the largest Theater of antiquity. 
Then we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that Mary came to 
Ephesus together with Saint John and lived there until her Assumption (according to Catholic 
doctrine) or Dormition (according to Orthodox beliefs).Stop at a leather production center and 
continue through İzmir-Izmir Airport (~ 85 km.), The third largest city in Turkey. Dinner and 
accommodation at the hotel.

8th DAY | SATURDAY ESMIRNA (Breakfast, Dinner) 
Breakfast at hotel. Free day with the possibility of signing up for an optional excursion “GREEK 
ISLAND OF CHIOS”. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | GREEK 
ISLAND OF CHIOS (Full day without lunch) Transfer from the hotel to the port of Çesme. After the 
transfer process, we left for the Island of Chíos. 
Arrival in 35 minutes. After immigration to enter the territory of Greece, we will have free time to 
walk around the port area until 11:00 am, where we will start our guided tour. First stop is in the 
town famous for the production of Mastic, a special plant resin from the island. We will continue 
to Kambos, where we will see some stone houses from Genoa, and then to the town of Armolia 
where we will appreciate mastico trees and visit ceramic workshops. We continue our excursion 
to the town of Mesta, where we will have the opportunity to walk through the labyrinthine 
streets from Byzantine times and visit Megalos Taksiarhis. Free time to walk in the village, and try 
some local foods. We will depart south to the village of Pyrgi, famous for the houses decorated in 
black and white and visiting the Church of the Holy Apostle since Byzantine times. Our last stop 
is at the black volcanic beach Mavra Volia in Empoios. We end our excursion with the opportunity 
to taste delicious Greek food in the many restaurants in the area. Transfer to the port and 
departure to Çesme in Turkey. Arrival and transfer to the hotel in Izmir.

9th DAY | SUNDAY ESMIRNA | FLIGHT INCLUDED TO ISTANBUL (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at the hotel. At the indicated time, transfer to İzmir airport to take the flight to Istanbul. 
Arrival and transfer to the hotel. Rest of the day is free day. Overnight at the hotel. 

10th Day | Monday Depart from Istanbul (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Breakfast and at the indicated time transfer to the airport. End of our services
END OF OUR SERVICES

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January      16/23/30   May     01/08/22  September  04/11/18/25 
February    06/13/20   June    05/12/19/26   October        02/09/16/23/30 
March       06/13/20/27   July        03/17/24   November   06/13/20/27 
April             10/24    August   07/14/21/28   December    04/11/18 
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HOTEL CATEGORY OPTION A 

Istanbul
Economy First 

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Ankara Economy First Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar

Cappadocia Economy First
Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 * or Perissia Hotel 5 * or Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar
Pamukkale Economy First Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel's Park Hotel 4 * os.
Izmir EconomyFirst Blanca Hotel 4 * or Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Tourist Category 520 200 490 Free %50
Prime Category 560 250 540 Free %50

HOTEL CATEGORY  HOTELS CATEGORY SUPERIOR LUXURY STANDARD OPTION B 
Istanbul Superior Radisson Blue Pera or Elite World or Mercure Bomonti 5 * or similar
Ankara 5* Movenpick Ankara, Sheraton Hotel or similar
Cappadocia 5* Yunak Evleri or BW Premier Cappadocia Cave Type Boutique 
Pamukkale 5* Doga Thermal Spa or Colossae Hotel or similar 
Izmir 5* Hilton Hotel, Movenpick Hotel, Wyndham Hotel or similar

PRICES**Net in USD per person ** 
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years 3-11 years

Superior Category 880 470 880 Free %50

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 

EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY

Optional excursion (2nd day) Bosphorus and Sultanahmet neighborhood Full day with lunch: 70 USD 

Optional excursion (3rd day) Half Day Without lunch: 50 USD

Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Chios Island Excursion: 150 USD

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar)
Transfers with assistance
Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program
Diet according to program 
Visits with tickets are included
Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers
1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 9)
Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 9)
Domestic flight Izmir / Istanbul

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 
Drinks during lunch / dinner 
Optional excursion Chios Island
Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)
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ITINERARY: LIT15 
TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS (CRUISE 3 DAYS) PACKAGE 12 DAYS / 11 NIGHTS 
Minimum 2 Pax

1st Day | Saturday Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

2nd Day | Sunday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at hotel. Free day with the possibility of having an optional excursion “Bosporus 
and Sultanahmet Neighborhood”. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSPHORUS AND SULTANAHMET 
NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with lunch) Breakfast. Depart from the hotel to visit the Egyptian 
Bazaar (spice market) and then a boat trip through the Bosphorus, the strait that separates 
Europe from Asia where we can enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces 
and the yalı, wooden palaces built on both banks. In the afternoon visit the Sultanahmet 
neighborhood with the Roman Hippodrome square, the Blue Mosque, unique among all 
Ottoman mosques to have 6 minarets (towers) in its time. We will finish our excursion with a visit 
to the Basilica Cisterna that was used as a water deposit during the Byzantine period. End of the 
excursion in the old part. Transfer and return to the hotel. Accommodation 

3rd Day | Monday Istanbul | Ankara (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Free morning with the possibility of having an optional excursion to 
Topkapi Palace and Grand Bazaar. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | TOPKAPI PALACE AND GRAND BAZAR 
(Half day without lunch) Departure from the hotel to visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of the 
Sultans of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewelry and porcelain. 

LIT15 TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 
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(Harem room with surcharge). 
Continuation for free time in the 
Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays 
and religious holidays), a building 
that houses more than 4000 stores 
inside. At the combined time (+ 
| - 14:00) departure by coach for 
Ankara, passing through the Istanbul 
Intercontinental Bridge. Arrival to the 
capital of the country. Dinner at the 
hotel.

4th Day | Tuesday Ankara | 
Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, 
Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel visit to the 
capital of Turkey with the Museum 
of Anatolian Civilizations with an 
exhibition of Palaeolithic, Neolithic, 
Hittite, Phrygian Urartu remains 
etc. and the Ataturk Mausoleum, 
dedicated to the founder of the 
Turkish Republic. Departure for 
Cappadocia. On the way, visit to the 
underground city of Saratli built by 
Christian communities to protect 
themselves from Arab attacks. The 
underground city preserves the 
stables, common rooms, meeting 
room and small rooms for families. 
Arrival at the hotel in Cappadocia. 
Dinner at the hotel. Overnight at the 
hotel.

5th Day | Wednesday Cappadocia 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
At dawn, possibility of participating 
in an optional hot air balloon 
excursion, a unique experience, over 
rock formations, fairy  chimneys, 
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natural formations, lunar landscapes.
Breakfast at the hotel. Day dedicated to visiting this fantastic region, unique in the world 
Goreme Valley, with its cave churches, with paintings from the 10th and 11th centuries; visit 
to the trogloyta village of Uçhisar, Paşabag valley, with its most spectacular fairy chimneys in 
Cappadocia, Dervent valley with its curious natural formations and time for artisan workshops 
such as carpets and semi-precious onyx-stones. To the hotel. At night an optional excursion 
is offered to attend a show of local dances of the region. The show only includes all kinds of 
unlimited drinks such as rakı wine beer (traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees of 
alcohol and anise), dried fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before 
going to the place. Return and accommodation at the hotel. 

6th Day | Thursday Cappadocia | Pamukkale (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast and departure to Pamukkale (610 km). In the course we will make a stop, to visit the 
Sultanhan Caravanserail, Seylucida inn from the medieval era. Arrival in Pamukkale and free time 
in the “Castle of Algodon”, unique in the world with the thermal pools of calcareous origin and 
the petrified waterfalls. At the end, transfer to the hotel. Dinner and accommodation. 

7th Day | Friday Pamukkale | Ephesus | Izmir (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the ruins of Ephesus, a 
city dedicated to Artemis I the Odeon, the Temple of Hadrian, the House of Love, the Library of 
Celsus, the Agora, Marble Street and the Theater. Visit to the house of the Virgin, supposed last 
dwelling place of the Mother of Jesus. Stop at a leather production center and proceed to İzmir-
Esmira, the third largest city in Turkey. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

8th Day | Saturday ⇥ Izmir | Kusadasi | Patmos (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel In the combined hour, transfer to the port of Kusadasi to board the 
Celestyal Cruises ship in which we will take the «Iconic Aegean» cruise. In the afternoon 
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arrival in Patmos. Optional excursion to the Monastery of San Juan and Grotto of Apocalypse. 
Accommodations on board.

9th Day | Sunday Crete (Heraklio) | Santorini (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast on board. Arrival in Heraklios at 07:00. Excursion included to the ancient city of 
Knosos. Within the city of Heraklio is the famous palace of Knosos, the center of the Minoan 
civilization. Departure at 11:30 am to Santorini where we will arrive at 16:30 pm. The ship will 
remain anchored until 21:30 p.m. to explore this beautiful island, the largest of the Greek islands. 
Optional excursion to the picturesque town of Oia with blue domes, wonderful landscapes. 
Accommodations on board

10th Day | Monday Athens (Breakfast)
Arrival at the port of Piraeus early in the morning. Breakfast on board. Excursion included 
Disembarkation. In the morning panoramic visit of the Athenian Neoclassical center: Parliament, 
University, National Library and Academy, Ilion Palace, Temple of Zeus, Hadrian’s Gate, 

Panathenaic Study and many other mythical monuments. After the panoramic tour, visit the 
spectacular Acropolis. At the end of the transfer to the port, luggage is collected and the transfer 
to the hotel is carried out. Free afternoon in the city. Overnight at the hotel.

11th Day | Tuesday Athens (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel Free day. Overnight at the hotel.

12th Day | Wednesday Athens (Breakfast)
Breakfast and at the indicated time transfer to the airport. End of our services.
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HOTEL CATEGORY
Istanbul

(according to chosen 

category)

Economy

 First

Superior

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Mercure Bomonti 5 * or Crowne Plaza Harbiye 5 * or similar

Ankara

Economy

First

Superior

Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar

Hilton Garden 5 *, The Green Park 5 *, Wyndham Hotel 5 * os.

Cappadocia
Economy

First

Superior

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale

Economy 

First

Superior

Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel's Park Hotel 4 * os.

Doga Thermal Hotel Spa or Hotel Colossae or similar

Izmir

Economy

First

Superior

Blanca Hotel 4 * or Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar

Movenpick Hotel 5 * or Hilton İzmir 5 * os.
Athens

(according to chosen 

category)

Economy

First

Superior

Crystal City Hotel 3 * or Pan Hotel 3 * or similar 

Titania Hotel 4 * or President 4 * Hotel or similar 

Royal Olympic Hotel 5 * or Wyndham Grand Athens Hotel 5 * os.

LIT15 TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 
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CELESTYAL OLYMPIA

Note: The cruise ship reserves the right to change the excursions contemplated in the Islands. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January -   May  01/08/22  September   04/11/18/25 
February -    June       05/12/19/26  October        02/09/16/23/30 
March       06/13/20/27  July         03/17/24  November - 
April    10/24    August     07/14/21/28   December  -
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3th Day Cruise “ICONIC AEGEAN” - 4 Greek Islands & Turkey
NET PRICES PER SEASON Pp / dbl Pp / Single Pp / trp 0-5 Years 6-11 yrs old

Tourist Category 

March and April 1260 1740 1220 20% 50%
MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
1360 1820 1330 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 1440 1900 1400 20% 50%

Prime Category 

March and April 1380 1850 1350 20% 50%
MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
1470 1970 1420 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 1550 2020 1500 20% 50%

Superior Category

March and April 1570 2110 1520 20% 50%
MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
1660 2170 1610 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 1640 2250 1590 20% 50%

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS: Cruise taxes and tips (mandatory): per person 155.-usd Net.

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY
Optional excursion (2nd day) Bosphorus and Sultanahmet neighborhood Full day with lunch: 70 USD 
Optional excursion (3rd day) Half Day Without lunch: 50 USD
Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 
Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 
Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program
Diet according to program
1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 7)
Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 7)
3 days / 2 nights cruise through the Greek islands and Turkey in full board in an interior cabin  
2 Excursions offered by the cruise in Athens and Heraklion 
Boarding in Kusadasi
Trips by minibus or bus with A / C, depending on the number of passengers according to the number of people)
2 excursions during the cruise (Heraklion and Athens) subject to confirmation, may change due to internal cruise policies & 
limited beverage package (mandatory)
Visits with tickets are included

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras
Drinks during meals for the stay in Athens (except on the cruise ship)
Tips to drivers and guides 
Optional tours

Note: The cruise reserves the right to change the excursions included in this itinerary, subject to confirmation at the time of 
reservation.
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ITINERARY LIT16
PROMOTION TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS WITH CRUISE PACKAGE 
15 DAYS / 14 NIGHTS WITH FLIGHT INCLUDED Min. 02 pax 

1st Day | Saturday Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

2nd Day | Sunday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at hotel. Free day with the possibility of having an optional excursion in “Bosphorus 
and Sultanahmet Neighborhood”.  OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSPHORUS AND SULTANAHMET 
NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with lunch)  Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar 
(spice market) and then a boat tour in the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia 
where we can enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden 
palaces built on both banks. In the afternoon visit to the Sultanahmet neighborhood with the 
Roman Hippodrome square, then we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the 
world with 6 minarets in its time. We will finish our excursion with a visit to the Basilica Cisterna 
that was used as a water deposit during the Byzantine era. Transfer and return to the hotel. 
Accommodation.
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3rd Day | Monday Istanbul | Ankara (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Free morning with the possibility of having an optional excursion to 
Topkapi Palace and Grand Bazaar. OPTIONAL EXCURSION | TOPKAPI PALACE AND GRAND BAZAR 
(Half day without lunch) Departure from the hotel to visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of the 
Sultans of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent collection of jewelry and porcelain. 
(Harem room with surcharge). Continuation for free time in the Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays 
and religious holidays), a building that houses more than 4000 stores inside.
At the combined time (+ | - 14:00) departure by coach for Ankara, passing through the Istanbul 
Intercontinental Bridge. Arrival to the capital of the country. Dinner at the hotel. 

4th Day | Tuesday Ankara | Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel visit to the capital of Turkey with the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations  
with an exhibition of Palaeolithic, Neolithic, Hittite, Phrygian Urartu remains etc. and the Ataturk 
Mausoleum, dedicated to the founder of the Turkish Republic. Departure for Cappadocia. On the 
way, visit the underground city of Saratli built by Christian communities to protect themselves 
from Arab attacks. The underground city preserves the stables, common rooms, meeting room 
and small rooms for families.Dinner at the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

5th Day | Wednesday Cappadocia (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
At dawn, possibility of participating in an optional hot air balloon excursion, a unique 
experience, over rock formations, fairy chimneys, natural formations, lunar landscapes.
Breakfast at the hotel. The day is dedicated to visiting this fantastic region, unique in the world, 
Goreme Valley, with its cave churches, with paintings from the 10th and 11th centuries; visit 
to the trogloyta village of Uçhisar, Paşabag valley, with its most spectacular fairy chimneys in 
Cappadocia, Dervent valley with its curious natural formations and time for artisan workshops 
such as carpets and semi-precious onyx-stones. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. At 
night an optional excursion is offered to attend a show of local dances of the region. The show 
includes all types of drinks such as wine beer rakı (traditional Turkish drink containing 40 degrees 
of alcohol and anise) dried fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner at the hotel before 
going to the place. Return and accommodation at the hotel.  

6th Day | Thursday Cappadocia | Pamukkale (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast towards Pamukkale. Lunch at a local restaurant. Lunch and continuation to Pamukkale, 
Arrival in and free time in Pamukkale “Cotton Castle”, unique in the world with the thermal 
pools of calcareous origin and the petrified waterfalls. We will visit the ancient city Hierapolis. 
Hierapolis is one of the great deposits of Anatolia, its next to the attraction site of the cotton 
pools, make the place a point of great interest. Today Pamukkale is located right next to 
the Ancient City of Herapolis. The town was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and 
recognized as one of the most relevant and attractive tourist centers in the world.
The city of Pamukkale gets its name meaning “Cotton Castle” from the white layer formations 
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of limestone. Hierapolis is also called “the Sacred City” due to numerous temples and religious 
buildings. The beauty of the white stones (travertines) that cover all the natural pools that were 
formed by thermal water will attract us without a doubt. Transfer to the hotel. How are these 
small pools of thermal water created? İts origin is found in the tectonic movements that took 
place in the depression of the fault of the Menderes river basin. These gave rise to hot springs, 
and all of these made it possible for Pamukkale to exist. At the end of the tour, transfer to the 
hotel. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. 

7th DAY | FRIDAY PAMUKKALE | EPHESUS | ESMIRNA (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the ruins of Ephesus, it 
was the fifth great city of the Roman era. During our visit we will appreciate the famous Celsius 
library after Alexandria, theater and some Roman and Hellenic temples, the Odeon, the Temple 
of Hadrian, the House of Amor, the Agora, the Marble street and the Theater too. Lunch at a local 
restaurant. Next we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that Mary came to 
Ephesus together with Saint John and lived there until her Assumption (according to the Catholic 
doctrine) or Dormition (according to orthodox beliefs).As this house is a place of pilgrimage it is 
visited by many Christian tourists often during the year. In the afternoon we will stop at a leather 
production workshop. As Ephesus has been a leather tannery center since ancient times, we can 
buy some leather clothes at the most reasonable price. We will also see a fashion show in which 
they will show us some of the most elegant jackets in the country. Then we will continue to İzmir-
Esmirna, the third largest city in Turkey. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

8th Day | Saturday Izmir | Bergama| Troja | Çanakkale (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast and departure to the ancient city of Bergama, one of the cultural, commercial and 
medical centers of the past. Visit the famous Asclepion that was considered one of the most 
important health centers of its era. Asclepion built for the god of health and physicians Asclepius 
is also known as the first psychiatric hospital. Here some medical investigations were carried out 
and different treatment methods were applied. Lunch and then departure to Canakkale to visit 
Troja, the ancient city that evokes by itself another poetic name; Homer’s Iliad. Arrival, dinner and 
accommodation. 

9th Day | Sunday Çanakkale | Istanbul / Athens (Breakfast)
Breakfast and departure to the port to board the ferry to Istanbul. Arrival and transfer to the 
airport to take the flight to Athens. Arrival and then transfer to your hotel. Accommodations. 

10th Day | Monday Port-Mykonos (Breakfast-Dinner)
Breakfast at hotel. In the combined hour, transfer to the port to board the Cruise. Continuation to 
Mykonos. Arrival at 18:00 p.m. disembarking to the land. Free time to visit the island of Mykonos. 
At night approx. around 23:00 pm, departure to Kusadası.
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11th Day TUESDAY KUSADASI 
/ PATMOS (Breakfast, Lunch, 
Dinner)
Breakfast. Arrival in Kusadası at 
07:30 am. Disembark and free 
time. Return to port. To board the 
boat leaving for Patmos around 
13:00 p.m. It is the Island where 
Saint John lived and died after 
having written the Apocalypse. 
Arrival around 16:00 p.m. to 
Patmos. Disembarking to the 
land. Free time to visit the island. 
At night we leave for Rhodes at 
21:00 p.m. 

12th DAY WEDNESDAY CRUISE - RODA (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast. Arrival in Rhodes at 07:00 am and free day for personal activities and departure at 
around 18:00 pm to the next destination Crete, Heraklion - Santorini. 

13th DAY THURSDAY CRETE / HERACLION / SANTORINI (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast. Arrival in Crete around 07:00 a.m. and free time until 11:30 a.m. Continuation to 
Santorini. Arrival at 16:30 p.m. disembarking to the land. Free time to visit the island of Santorini. 
At night approx. around 21:00 p.m. departure to El Píreo   

14th day FRIDAY EL LAVRION / CRUISE LANDING / ATENA (Breakfast) 
Breakfast. Arrival around 06:00 a.m. at the port of Lavrion. Disembarke and transfer to Athens. 
Half day tour of the city of Athens, starting with the Acropolis, we will take a panoramic tour of 
the city, passing through the Parliament with the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, the University, 
the Academy and the Library, as well as the two most important squares of Athens, and 
Syntagma and Oponía. Transfer to the hotel and free afternoon. 

15th DAY SATURDAY ATHENS  
Breakfast at the hotel. At the prearranged time, transfer to the airport for return flight.   End of 
our services.
 
Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January   -   May   01/08/22    September   04/11/18/25 
February  -     June        05/12/19/26    October        02/09/16/23/30 
March       06/13/20/27  July         03/17/24    November   - 
April   10/24   August     07/14/21/28   December   -

www.wts.com.tr
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LIT16 PROMOTION TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 

WITH CRUISE PACKAGE 15 DAYS / 14 NIGHTS 

HOTEL CATEGORY 

Istanbul

(according to chosen 

category)

Economy 

First

Superior

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Mercure Bomonti 5 * or Crowne Plaza Harbiye 5 * or similar

Ankara

Economy

First

Superior

 

Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar

Hilton Garden 5 *, The Green Park 5 *, Wyndham Hotel 5 * os.

Cappadocia
Economy

First

Superior

 

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale

Economy 

First

Superior

 

Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel's Park Hotel 4 * os.

Doga Thermal Hotel Spa or Hotel Colossae or similar

Izmir

Economy

First

Superior

 

Blanca Hotel 4 * or Kaya Prestige 4 * or similar

Movenpick Hotel 5 * or Hilton İzmir 5 * os.

Canakkale

Economy

First

Superior

 

Akol Hotel 4 *, Assos Garden 4 *, Troia Tusan Hotel 4 * os.

Kolin Hotel 5 * or Akol Hotel 4 * sup.

Athens

(according to chosen 

category)

Economy

First

Superior

Crystal City Hotel 3 * or Pan Hotel 3 * or similar 

Titania Hotel 4 * or President 4 * Hotel or similar 

Royal Olympic Hotel 5 * or Wyndham Grand Athens Hotel 5 * os.

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY
Optional excursion (2nd day) Bosphorus and Sultanahmet neighborhood Full day with lunch: 70 USD 

Optional excursion (3rd day) Half Day Without lunch: 50 USD

Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 

Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 
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www.wts.com.tr
LIT16 PROMOTION TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 

WITH CRUISE PACKAGE 15 DAYS / 14 NIGHTS 

NET PRICES PER SEASON Pp / dbl Pp / Single Pp / trp 0-5 Years 6-11 yrs old

Tourist Category 

March and April 1570 2100 1450 20% 50%

MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
1670 2180 1510 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 1780 2300 1620 20% 50%

Prime Category 

March and April 1680 2240 1550 20% 50%

MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
1780 2350 1620 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 1890 2490 1730 20% 50%

Superior Category

March and April 1870 2450 1720 20% 50%

MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
1970 2550 1810 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 1880 2690 1800 20% 50%

EXTRAS:
Cruise taxes and tips (required): per person 240.-usd Net.

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 

Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program

Diet according to program

1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 9)

Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 9)

4 days / 3 nights cruise through the Greek islands and Turkey in full board in an interior cabin boarding in Athens

Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers according to number of people)

2 excursions during the cruise (Patmos and Santorini) & limited drink package (Required)  

Plane Ticket (IST / ATH).

Visits with tickets are included

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras

Drinks during meals for the stay in Athens (except on the cruise ship)

Tips to drivers and guides 

Optional tours
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ITINERARY: LIT17 
TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS WITH CRUISE OF 7 DAYS 17 DAYS / 16 NIGHTS 
WITH FLIGHT INCLUDED Min. 02 pax 

1st Day | Saturday Arrival in Istanbul
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

2nd Day | Sunday Istanbul (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day with the possibility of having an optional excursion in “Bosphorus 
and Sultanahmet Neighborhood” OPTIONAL EXCURSION | BOSPHORUS AND SULTANAHMET 
NEIGHBORHOOD (Full day with lunch) Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar 
(spice market) and then a boat tour in the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia 
where we can enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden 
palaces built on both banks. In the afternoon visit to the Sultanahmet neighborhood with the 
Roman Hippodrome square, then we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in the world 
with 6 minarets in its time. We will finish our excursion with a visit to the Basilica Cisterna that 
was used as a water deposit during the Byzantine period. End of the excursion in the old part. 

LIT17 TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 
WITH CRUISE OF 7 DAYS 17 DAYS / 16 NIGHTS 
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Transfer and return to the hotel. Accommodation. 

3rd Day | Monday Istanbul | Ankara 
(Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Free morning with the 
possibility of having an optional excursion to 
Topkapi Palace and Grand Bazaar. OPTIONAL 
EXCURSION | TOPKAPI PALACE AND GRAND BAZAR 
(Half day without lunch) Departure from the hotel 
to visit the Topkapı Palace, residence of the Sultans 
of the Ottoman Empire, famous for its excellent 
collection of jewelry and porcelain. (Harem room 
with surcharge). Continuation for free time in the 
Grand Bazaar (closed on Sundays and religious 
holidays), a building that houses more than 4000 
stores inside. At the combined time (+ | - 14:00) 
departure by coach for Ankara, passing through 
the Istanbul Intercontinental Bridge. Arrival to the 
capital of the country. Dinner at the hotel. 

4th Day | Tuesday Ankara | Cappadocia 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel visit to the capital of Turkey 
with the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations with an 
exhibition of Palaeolithic, Neolithic, Hittite, Phrygian 
Urartu remains etc. and the Ataturk Mausoleum, 
dedicated to the founder of the Turkish Republic. 
Departure for Cappadocia. On the way, visit to 
the underground city of Saratli built by Christian 
communities to protect themselves from Arab attacks. 
The underground city preserves the stables, common 
rooms, meeting room and small rooms for families. 
Dinner at the hotel. Accommodation at the hotel.

5th Day | Wednesday Cappadocia 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
At dawn, possibility of participating in an optional 
hot air balloon excursion, a unique experience, over 
rock formations, fairy chimneys, natural formations, 
lunar landscapes.

www.wts.com.trwww.wts.com.tr
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Breakfast at the hotel. The day is dedicated 
to visiting this fantastic region, unique in the 
world, Goreme Valley, with its cave churches, 
with paintings from the 10th and 11th centuries; 
visit to the trogloyta village of Uçhisar, Paşabag 
valley, with its most spectacular fairy chimneys 
in Cappadocia, Dervent valley with its curious 
natural formations and time for artisan workshops 
such as carpets and semi-precious onyx-stones. 
At night an optional excursion is offered to attend 
a show of typical dances of the region. The show 
only includes all types of unlimited drinks such 
as beer, wine and rakı (traditional Turkish drink 
containing 40 degrees of alcohol and anise) Dried 
fruits and fruits without food. We will have dinner 
at the hotel before going to the place. Return and 
accommodation at the place.  

6th Day | Thursday Cappadocia | Pamukkale 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Breakfast. Departure to Pamukkale. On the way 
we will stop at an old inn called Caravasar from 
the Seljuk period in the Sultanhanvillage. Lunch 
and continuation to Pamukkale, Arrival in and 
free time in Pamukkale “Cotton Castle”, unique in 
the world with the thermal pools of calcareous 
origin and the petrified waterfalls. We will visit 
the ancient city Hierapolis. Hierapolis is one of 
the great deposits of Anatolia, its next to the 
attraction site of the cotton pools, make the place 
a point of great interest. Today Pamukkale is 
located right next to the Ancient City of Herapolis. 
The town was declared a World Heritage Site 
by UNESCO and recognized as one of the most 
relevant and attractive tourist centers in the 
world. The city of Pamukkale gets its name which 
means”CottonCastle” from the formations of 
white layers of limestone. Hierapolis is also called 
“the Sacred City” due to numerous temples and 
religious buildings. At the end of the tour, transfer 

LIT17 TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 
WITH CRUISE OF 7 DAYS 17 DAYS / 16 NIGHTS 
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to the hotel. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. 

7th DAY | FRIDAY PAMUKKALE | EPHESUS | ESMIRNA (Breakfast, Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for Selçuk-Ephesus. Arrival and visit to the ruins of Ephesus, it 
was the fifth great city of the Roman era. During our visit we will appreciate the famous Celsius 
library after Alexandria, theater and some Roman and Hellenic temples, the Odeon, the Temple 
of Hadrian, the House of Amor, the Agora, the Marble street and the Theater too. Lunch at a local 
restaurant. Next we will visit the house of the Virgin Mary where it is assumed that Mary came to 
Ephesus together with Saint John and lived there until her Assumption (according to the Catholic 
doctrine) or Dormition (according to orthodox beliefs).As this house is a place of pilgrimage it is 
visited by many Christian tourists often during the year. In the afternoon we will stop at a leather 
production workshop. As Ephesus has been a leather tannery center since ancient times, we can 
buy some leather clothes at the most reasonable price. We will also see a fashion show in which 
they will show us some of the most elegant jackets in the country. Then we will continue to İzmir-
Esmirna, the third largest city in Turkey. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

8th Day | Saturday Departure from Istanbul (Breakfast)
Breakfast at hotel. At the combined time, transfer to the airport to take your flight to Athens. 
Arrival and transfer to your planned hotel. Accommodation

9th Day | Sunday Athens (Breakfast)
Breakfast at hotel.Half day tour of the city of Athens, starting with the Acropolis, we will take 
a panoramic tour of the city, passing through the Parliament with the Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier, the University, the Academy and the Library, as well as the two most important squares 
of Athens, and Syntagma and Oponía. Transfer to the hotel and free afternoon. 

10th Day Monday Athens / Cruise (Breakfast, Dinner)
At the indicated time, passengers must board the cruise free arrival, the boat sets sail at 21:00 pm 
night in Altamar. Night on the Cruise.  

11th Day Tuesday Mykonos (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast. Arrival on the beautiful island of Mykonos around 07:00 am, enjoy an excursion offered 
by the boat and free time. Night on the Cruise. 

12th Day Wednesday Mykonos / Milos (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast. The ship departs at 07.00 am from Mykonos bound for the island of Milos. Arrival at 
the port of Milos at approximately 13:00 p.m. Possibility of taking an excursion organized by the 
cruise ship and around 23:59 pm the ship departs for Santorini Night on the Cruise.  

13th Day Thursday Milos / Santorini (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
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Arrival in Santorini around 08:00 am and free day to visit the island. Night on the Cruise. 

14th Day Friday Santorini (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Free day on the island. And around 23:00 pm the ship sets sail for Crete. Night on the Cruise.  

15th Day Saturday Santorini / Crete / Samos or Kusadası (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Arrival around 07:00 a.m. to Crete. Breakfast and Disembarkation. Free time to visit the island. 
Around 20:30 p.m. departure to Samos or Kusadası.  

16th Day Sunday Samos or Kusadası (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Breakfast. Arrival in Samos or Kusadası. Disembarking to the land. Free time to visit the island. At 
the indicated time, departure to Athens. Night on board 

17th Day Monday ATHENS - CRUISE DISEMBARKATION (Breakfast)
Departure from Mykonos around 03:00 am and Arrival around 09:00 am at the port of Lavrion. 
Disembarkation. And transfer to the airport to take your flight back. END OF OUR SERVICES

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January   -   May  01/08/22  September  04/11/18/25 
February  -  June      05/12/19/26  October      02/09/16/23/30 
March      06/13/20/27 July        03/17/24  November  - 
April   10/24  August   07/14/21/28  December  -

LIT17 TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 
WITH CRUISE OF 7 DAYS 17 DAYS / 16 NIGHTS 

HOTEL CATEGORY 

Istanbul

(according to chosen 

category)

Economy 

First

Superior

Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Mercure Bomonti 5 * or Crowne Plaza Harbiye 5 * or similar

Ankara

Economy

First

Superior

Etap Altınel 4 * or Içkale Hotel 4 * or Anadolu Downtown 4 * or similar

Hilton Garden 5 *, The Green Park 5 *, Wyndham Hotel 5 * os.

Cappadocia
Economy

First

Superior

Ramada Hotel 4 *, Dinler Hotel Nevşehir 4 * os.

Dinler Hotel Ürgüp 5 *, Hotel Perissia 5 *, Crystal Hotel 5 * or similar

Pamukkale

Economy 

First

Superior

Dedeman Hotel 4 *, North Point Hotel 4 *, Angel's Park Hotel 4 * os.

Doga Thermal Hotel Spa or Hotel Colossae or similar

Athens

(according to chosen 

category)

Economy

First

Superior

Crystal City Hotel 3 * or Pan Hotel 3 * or similar 

Titania Hotel 4 * or President 4 * Hotel or similar 

Royal Olympic Hotel 5 * or Wyndham Grand Athens Hotel 5 * os.
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LIT17 TURKEY WITH GREEK ISLANDS 
WITH CRUISE OF 7 DAYS 17 DAYS / 16 NIGHTS 

NET PRICES PER SEASON Pp / dbl Pp / Single Pp / trp 0-5 Years 6-11 yrs old

Tourist Category 

March and April 1950 2750 1840 20% 50%
MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
2120 2950 2030 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 2250 3240 2140 20% 50%

Prime Category 

March and April 2120 2850 1900 20% 50%
MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
2240 3120 2120 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 2470 3300 2310 20% 50%

Superior Category

March and April 2250 3130 2140 20% 50%
MAY / JUN / JUL / AUG / 

OCT
2490 3390 2360 20% 50%

SEPTEMBER 2380 3740 2290 20% 50%

EXTRAS: Cruise taxes and tips (required): per person 350.-usd Net.
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS NET PRICES PER PERSON 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR RESERVATION PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN TURKEY
Optional excursion (2nd day) Bosphorus and Sultanahmet neighborhood Full day with lunch: 70 USD 
Optional excursion (3rd day) Half Day Without lunch: 50 USD
Show in Cappadocia: 50 USD 
Balloon Ride in Cappadocia: 150 USD 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 
Local English-speaking guide for all visits is included in the program
Diet according to program
1 bottle of 0.50 lt of water on the bus (from day 3 to day 7)
Free Wİ-Fİ on the circuit bus (from day 3 to day 7)
Airfare (Izmir / Istanbul) in Economy Class
7 days / 6 nights cruise through the Greek islands and Turkey in full board in 
an interior cabin embarkation in Athens 
Minibus or bus routes with A / C, depending on the number of passengers
according to number of people)
3 excursions during the cruise (Kusadası * may change, Heraklion and Santorini) 
& limited beverage package 
Mandatory 
Plane Ticket (IST / ATH) 
Visits with tickets are included

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras
Drinks during meals for the stay in Athens (except on the cruise ship)
Tips to drivers and guides 
Optional tours
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ITINERARY: LIT18
BEAUTIFUL ROMAN EMPIRE 
ISTANBUL 3 NIGHTS & ROME 3 NIGHTS PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
Departures every Friday and Saturday 
Minimum 2 Pax 

1st Day | Arrival in Istanbul
Transfer to the hotel of the chosen category. 

2nd Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel for a panoramic tour of the city, passing through 
the important neighborhoods of the historical part and the modern part of the city, including a 
walk through the İstiklal Street. Lunch. In the afternoon visit to the Sultanahmet neighborhood 
with the Roman Hippodrome square, then we will visit the famous Blue Mosque, the only one in 
the world with 6 minarets in its time. We will continue our excursion to Basilica Cisterna that was 
used as a water deposit during the Byzantine period. Free time in the Grand Bazaar (closed on 
Sundays and religious holidays), a building that houses more than 4000 shops inside. Transfer to 
the hotel. Accommodation at the hotel 

3th Day | Istanbul (Breakfast, Lunch) Excursion-Full Day
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel to visit the Egyptian Bazaar (spice market) and 
then a boat trip through the Bosphorus, the strait that separates Europe from Asia where we 
can enjoy the great beauty of the forests of Istanbul, its palaces and the yalı, wooden palaces 

LIT18 BEAUTIFUL ROMAN EMPIRE 
ISTANBUL 3 NIGHTS & ROME 3 NIGHTS 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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built on both banks. Lunch at a local 
restaurant. In the afternoon visit 
the Topkapı Palace, residence of 
the sultans of the Ottoman Empire, 
famous for its excellent collection of 
jewels and porcelains. (Harem room 
with supplement). Transfer to the 
hotel. Accommodation at the hotel. 

4th Day Istanbul / Rome (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel.Transfer to 
the airport to travel to Rome which 
is a delightful mix of ancient ruins, 
monumental basilicas, cinematic 
fountains and lively street life. 

Few cities can compete with the 
incredible artistic heritage of Caput 
Mundi, it is no wonder that Rome is 
the most famous tourist attraction in 
Italy and one of the most visited cities 
in the world.

In the morning we made a panoramic 
visit of Rome, to familiarize ourselves 
with the main attractions of the city: 
the Republic Square, the Roman 
Colosseum the most impressive 
monument and symbol of Rome, the 
Roman Forum that represented the 
nerve center of ancient Rome, Circus 
Maximus, enclosure that housed 
chariot races of Ancient Rome, the 
Basilica of St. John Lateran which is 
actually the Cathedral of Rome, the 
Piazza Spagna (Spanish Square), the 
Piazza Venezia nerve center of the city, 
the Castle of San Angelo or Fontana di 
Trevi. 

www.wts.com.tr
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ISTANBUL 3 NIGHTS & ROME 3 NIGHTS 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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5th Day Rome (Breakfast)
After breakfast our guide will take us to the Vatican to see St. Peter’s Basilica, with the wonderful 
and imposing dome that dominates the rooftops of Rome, it is the heart of Christianity. It is one 
of the most visited places in the Eternal City both for its artistic jewels and for its importance as 
the headquarters of the main manifestations of Catholic worship. Free time in the afternoon. 

6th Day Rome (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

7th Day Rome / Istanbul (Breakfast)
Breakfast at the hotel. At the combined time, transfer to the airport and end of our services.

Every Friday and Saturdays
January 08, 2021 - March 15, 2022

LIT18 BEAUTIFUL ROMAN EMPIRE 
ISTANBUL 3 NIGHTS & ROME 3 NIGHTS 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   
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LIT18 BEAUTIFUL ROMAN EMPIRE 
ISTANBUL 3 NIGHTS & ROME 3 NIGHTS 
PACKAGE 7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS   

  HOTEL CATEGORY 
Economy Laleli Gonen 3 * sup or Akgün Hotel 3 * sup or similar

Rome Hotel Noto 3 *, Hotel Siracusa 3 * Hotel Madison 3 * os.

Istanbul 

Rome

First 

Superior

Lares Park 4 * or Nippon 4 * or Lamartine 4 * or Midtown or similar

Rome Hotel Regent 4 *, Hotel, Hotel Lux 4 *, Hotel Arhimede 4 * os.

Divan Hotel 5* or Elite World 5* or Mercure Bomonti 5* or similar 

Rome Hotel Palatino 4 *, Hotel Massimo da Zeglio 4 * os.

Dec / January / Feb / June / July / Aug / 

November

Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp

Tourist Category 495 220 445

Prime Category 690 310 660

Superior Category 825 425 790

March / April / May / September / October Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp

Tourist Category 595 290 550

Prime Category 790 350 660

Superior Category 990 490 910

These prices are not valid during the congress season and Christmas either. 

 Flight Istanbul / Athenas / Istanbul according to your request pp 480 USD 

Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) 7 nights BB.

Local English or Spanish speaking guide for all visits mentioned in the program.

On the second day, the Vatican tour in Rome will take place by metro.

Diet according to program 

Visits with tickets are included the visits in Rome are panoramic.

The entrance to St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.

Trips by minibus or bus with air conditioning according to the number of passengers.

The fourth day in Istanbul and the seventh day in Rome are days off.

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during meals 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

Flight Istanbul / Rome / Istanbul

Hotel taxes pppn 3 or 4 euros direct payment to the hotel
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ITINERARY: LIT19
THE ROMANTIC TOUR OF BEAUTIFUL 
ITALY 10 DAYS / 9 NIGHTS
Milan 2N / Venice 2N /
Florence 2N / Rome 3N 
Minimum 2 Pax 

1stDay Milan (Breakfast)
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the 
hotel, meeting with our local guide 
and we begin a panoramic walking 
tour in Milan. Milan is a mandatory 
stop for lovers of opera, aperitifs 
and nightlife. No matter what your 
tastes are, you will surely find endless 
things to do and visit in this city. Milan 
Duomo, Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, La 
Scala Theater Museum where Pavarotti 
performed. Accommodation at the 
hotel. 
 
2nd Day Milan (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the 
city. Opportunity to do the shopping. 
Overnight at the hotel.

3rd Day Milano / Venice (Breakfast)
After breakfast, transfer to the 
station to catch the high-speed train. 
Departure for Venice, the city of 
canals that floats on water. Arrival at 
Piazzale Roma. We wiil board a boat 
to go to the hotel. We will meet our 
local guide and we begin a panoramic walking tour in Venice. We discover its secrets, legends 
and monuments, we enjoy the environment of this fascinating city. We contemplate its most 
representative buildings: the Basilica of San Marcos, the main Catholic temple of the city, a 
masterpiece of Byzantine architecture with its glorious Campanile, the Doge’s Palace (Palazzo 
Ducale), the Bridge of Sighs that connects the Doge’s Palace with the dungeons During the 
tour we will also see The Lion of San Marco (it is usually represented with a book and a sword 
attached with its front legs as complementary elements) the Rialto Bridge which are one of the 

LIT19 THE ROMANTIC TOUR OF 
BEAUTIFUL ITALY 10 DAYS / 9 NIGHTS
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attractive works that are worthseeing. Overnight at the hotel. 

4th Day Venice (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

5th Day Venice / Florence (Breakfast)
After breakfast, transfer to the station to catch the high-speed train, departure to Florence, which 
was an important medieval commercial and financial center that is dotted with cobbled streets, 
refined buildings, magnificent churches and unforgettable museums, full of masterpieces by the 
great Italian artists. Upon arrival in the city, I meet our local guide and we begin a panoramic visit. 
Panoramic tour of the historic center of Florence walking through the Cathedral complex with 
the Giotto Tower, the Baptistery with the famous Door to Paradise and the Duomo Santa Maria 
del Fiore, a Renaissance masterpiece with the spectacular Brunelleschi dome where you can go 
up and admire the views of the beautiful city. We will continue to Piazza della Signora, which was 
the political heart of the Florence of the Medici. We will enjoy the most suggestive streets and 
squares, the Republic Square and the famous Ponte Vecchio over the Arno River, one of the most 
famous bridges in the world, full of jewelers and other shops. Accommodation at the hotel. 

6th Day Florence (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

7th Day Florence / Rome (Breakfast)
Breakfast and transfer to the station to catch the high-speed train, departure to Rome which is a 
charming mix of ancient ruins, monumental basilicas, cinematic fountains and lively street life. 
Few cities can compete with the incredible artistic heritage of Caput Mundi, it is no wonder that 
Rome is the most famous tourist attraction in Italy and one of the most visited cities in the world.
In the morning we made a panoramic visit of Rome, to familiarize ourselves with the main 
attractions of the city: the Republic Square, the Roman Colosseum the most impressive 
monument and symbol of Rome, the Roman Forum that represented the nerve center of ancient 
Rome, Circus Maximus, enclosure that housed chariot races of Ancient Rome, the Basilica of St. 
John Lateran which is actually the Cathedral of Rome, the Piazza Spagna (Spanish Steps), the 
Piazza Venezia nerve center of the city, the Castle of San Angelo or Fontana di Trevi and of course, 
walk around the exteriors of the Plaza and of San Pedro one of the most beautiful squares in the 
world, located in the heart of the Vatican, at the foot of St. Peter’s Basilica. Accomandation at the 
hotel 

8th Day Rome (Breakfast)
After breakfast our guide will take us to the Vatican to see St. Peter’s Basilica, with the wonderful 
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and imposing dome that dominates the rooftops of Rome, it is the heart of Christianity. It is one 
of the most visited places in the Eternal City both for its artistic jewels and for its importance as 
the headquarters of the main manifestations of Catholic worship. OPTIONAL EXCURSION |In the 
afternoon we recommend an optional excursion to (Castel Gandolfo, Castelli Romani ve Nemi). 
Nemi is the smallest town in the regional area of the Roman castles, beautiful and famous for the 
abundant cultivation of strawberries and for the respective festival. Its historic center is located 
in a beautiful panoramic position on Lake Nemi, famous because here they were found two 
Roman ships dating from the time of Emperor Caligula, preserved for years in the museum of  
Romans hips and another beautiful city that we will visit will be Castel Gandolfo. Considered one 
of the most beautiful cities in Italy and, as far as gastronomy is concerned, it has excellent cuisine 
and good wine production, it is an ideal place to have lunch in one of its typical and historical 
restaurants. (PP 120 euro)

Possibility of an optional night visit to know Baroque Rome, with its famous fountains, squares 
and papal palaces, from which the Papal States were ruled. We will have the possibility to see the 
Colosseum illuminated beautiful and bright. Then we will pass next to Piazza Venezia, the Vittoria 
Emanuelle monument, St. Peter’s Basilica and St’Angelo Castle, at the end we will invite you for 
an espresso coffee in Piazza Navona as a sweet breakPP 75 euro) Return and accommodation at 
the hotel.

9th Day Rome (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

10th Day; Rome (Breakfast) 
Breakfast at the hotel. At the combined time, transfer to the airport and end of our services. 

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January  16/23/30 May  08/22   September  11/25 
February 06/13/20 June  12/19   October 09/23  
March  13/20  July  03/17/24 November  06/20/27 
April   10  August 07/14/21/28 December  04/11/18 

Departure Dates 2022; (Saturday)
January 15/22  
February  19/26 
March  05 
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HOTEL CATEGORY 

Milano First 

Superior

BB Hotel Sant'Ambroggio 3 *, İbis Milano Centro 3 *, Hotel Bocconi 3 * os.

NH Milano Touring 4 *, Holiday Inn Milan Garibaldi 4 *, Star Hotel os.

Venezia First

Superior 

Hotel Antigo Trovartore 3 *, Hotel Lisbona 3 *, Hotel Canal & Walter 3 * os

Hotel Principe 4 * Hotel Carlton 4 * Hotel BW Premier 4 * os.

Florence First

Superior

Hotel la Scaletta 3 *, Hotel Palazzo Vechio 3 *, Hotel Rex 3 * os.

Hotel Ambasciatori 4 *, Hotel Albani 4 *, Hotel Anglo Americano 4 * os

Rome First

Superior

Hotel Galles 3 *, Hotel Madison 3 *; Hotel Porta Maggiore 3 * os. 

Hotel Palatino 4 *, Hotel Lux 4 *, Hotel Artemide 4 *, Hotel Regent 4 *, os.

The hotels can be changed during the New Year and Congress periods. 

Dec / Jan / Feb / June

July / August / November

Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years

Prime Category 980 450 890 Free

Superior Category 1290 670 1190 Free

March / April / May / September/

October

Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years

Prime Category 1260 550 1180 Free

Superior Category 1480 820 1390 Free

Prices include

Accommodation in hotels (or similar) Hotels * 9 Nights BB.

2 nights  Milan, 2 nights Venice, 2 nights Florence, 3 nights Rome accommodation.Local English or Spanish speaking guide for 

all visits mentioned in the program.

On the second day, the Vatican tour in Rome will take place by metro. Intercity high-speed train ticket (eurostar) 

Panoramic tours of the city indicated in the entire program.

The entrance to St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.

The car or bus with the air conditioning according to the number of passengers.

Our hotels are central and viable that are very close to the train and metro station as well.

Prices do not include

Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during meals 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

Boat taxi fare in Venice PP 100 euros a / r (mandatory)

Hotel taxes pppn 3 or 4 euros direct payment to the hotel
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ITINERARY: LIT20
THE MEDITERRANEAN WIND         
ITALY & GREECE 
13 DAYS / 12 NIGHTS 
WITH FLIGHTS INCLUDED 
Rome / Athens / Milan 
Min. 04 Pax 

1st Day Milan (Breakfast)
Arrival and assistance. Transfer to the 
hotel, meeting with our local guide 
and we begin a panoramic walking 
tour in Milan. Milan is a mandatory 
stop for lovers of opera, aperitifs 
and nightlife. No matter what your 
tastes are, you will surely find endless 
things to do and visit in this city. Milan 
Duomo, Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, La 
Scala Theater Museum where Pavarotti 
performed. Accommodation at the 
hotel. 
 
2nd Day Milan (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

3rd Day Milano / Venice (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
After breakfast, transfer to the station to catch the high-speed train. Departure for Venice, 
the city of canals that floats on water. Arrival at Piazzale Roma. We wiil board a boat to go to 
the hotel. We will meet our local guide and we begin a panoramic walking tour in Venice. We 
discover its secrets, legends and monuments, we enjoy the environment of this fascinating city. 
We contemplate its most representative buildings: the Basilica of San Marcos, the main Catholic 
temple of the city, a masterpiece of Byzantine architecture with its glorious Campanile, the 
Doge’s Palace (Palazzo Ducale), the Bridge of Sighs that connects the Doge’s Palace with the 
dungeons. During the tour we will also see El Leon de San Marco (it is usually represented with 
a book and a sword attached with its front legs as complementary elements) the Rialto Bridge 
which are one of the attractive works that are worth seeing. Overnight at the hotel. 

4th Day Venice (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

LIT20 THE MEDITERRANEAN WIND       
ITALY & GREECE 13 DAYS / 12 NIGHTS 
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5th Day Venice / Florence (Breakfast)
After breakfast, transfer to the station to catch the high-speed train, departure to Florence, which 
was an important medieval commercial and financial center that is dotted with cobbled streets, 
refined buildings, magnificent churches and unforgettable museums, full of masterpieces by the 
great Italian artists. Upon arrival in the city, I meet our local guide and we begin a panoramic visit. 
Panoramic tour of the historic center of Florence walking through the Cathedral complex with 
the Giotto Tower, the Baptistery with the famous Door to Paradise and the Duomo Santa Maria 
del Fiore, a Renaissance masterpiece with the spectacular Brunelleschi dome where you can go 
up and admire the views of the beautiful city. We will continue to Piazza della Signora, which was 
the political heart of the Florence of the Medici. We will enjoy the most suggestive streets and 
squares, the Republic Square and the famous Ponte Vecchio over the Arno River, one of the most 
famous bridges in the world, full of jewelers and other shops. Accommodation at the hotel. 

6th Day Florence (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

7th Day Florence / Rome (Breakfast)
Breakfast and transfer to the station to catch the high-speed train, departure to Rome which is 
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a charming mix of ancient ruins, monumental 
basilicas, cinematic fountains and lively street 
life. Few cities can compete with the incredible 
artistic heritage of Caput Mundi, it is no wonder 
that Rome is the most famous tourist attraction 
in Italy and one of the most visited cities in the 
world.

In the morning we made a panoramic visit of 
Rome, to familiarize ourselves with the main 
attractions of the city:the Republic Square, 
the Roman Colosseum the most impressive 
monument and symbol of Rome, the Roman 
Forum that represented the nerve center of 
ancient Rome, Circus Maximus, enclosure that 
housed chariot races of Ancient Rome, the 
Basilica of St. John Lateran which is actually the 
Cathedral of Rome, the Piazza Spagna (Spanish 
Steps), the Piazza Venezia nerve center of the 
city, the Castle of San Angelo or Mausoleum of 
Hadrian and of course, stroll around the exteriors 
of the Plaza and San Pedro one of the most 
beautiful squares in the world, located in the 
heart of the Vatican, at the foot of the Basilica of 
Saint Peter. Accommodation at the hotel 

8th Day Rome (Breakfast)
After breakfast our guide will take us to the 
Vatican to see St. Peter’s Basilica, with the 
wonderful and imposing dome that dominates 
the rooftops of Rome, it is the heart of 
Christianity. It is one of the most visited places in 
the Eternal City both for its artistic jewels and for 
its importance as the headquarters of the main 
manifestations of Catholic worship. 

OPTIONAL EXCURSION | in the afternoon we 
recommend an optional excursion to (Castel 
Gandolfo, Castelli Romani ve Nemi). Nemi is the 
smallest town in the regional area of the Roman 
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castles, beautiful and famous for the abundant cultivation of strawberries and for the respective 
festival. Its historic center is located in a beautiful panoramic position on Lake Nemi, famous 
because two Roman ships dating from the time of Emperor Caligula were found here, preserved 
for years in the Roman ship museum. And another beautiful city that we will visit will be Castel 
Gandolfo. Considered one of the most beautiful cities in Italy and, as regards gastronomy, it has 
excellent cuisine and good wine production, it is an ideal place to have lunch in one of its typical 
and historical restaurants. (PP 120 euro)

Possibility of an optional night visit to know Baroque Rome, with its famous fountains, squares 
and papal palaces, from which the Papal States were ruled. We will have the possibility to see the 
illuminated beautiful and bright Colosseum. Then we will pass next to Piazza Venezia, the Vittoria 
Emanuelle monument, St. Peter’s Basilica and St’Angelo Castle, at the end we will invite you for 
an espresso coffee in Piazza Navona as a sweet break(PP 75 euro) Return and accommodation at 
the hotel 

9th Day Rome (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free time to get to know the city. Opportunity to do the shopping. Overnight at the 
hotel.

10th Day; Rome (Breakfast) / Athens
Breakfast at the hotel. In the combined hour, transfer to Roma Fco airport. 
Arrival at the Athens airport. Our driver will be waiting for you at the airport to transfer you to the 
hotel. You have the rest of the day free. 
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11th Day Athens (Breakfast)
Breakfast. In the morning, departure to visit the city. 
The tour begins with a brief stop at the Panatheneum stadium, where the first modern-era 
Olympiad was held in 1896. We continue with a panoramic view of the city, with the Parliament, 
the Memorial of the Unknown Soldier and walking along Panepistimiou Avenue, we see the 
Schliemman house, the University, the library and the Academy. Leaving behind the Temple of 
Olympian Zeus and the Arch of Hadrian, arriving at the sacred hill of the Greeks: Acropolis and its 
monuments: the imposing Propylaea, the Parthenon, the Erechtheion with its renowned Porch 
of the Caryatids, and the recently restored temple of Athena Nike. End of visit and return to the 
hotel. You have the rest of the day free.

12th Day: Athens / Saronicas Islands (Breakfast)
Breakfast. At the appropriate time, we will transfer you to the port to board the cruise. 
During the excursion, they will visit three islands in the Saronic Gulf: Idra, Poros and Égina.
First Island, Aegina, with its rich history, its beautiful landscape with the famous pistachio bushes, 
its harbor with the fish market and the colorful floating vegetable market, the picturesque port 
of Santa Marina and its hospitable inhabitants. Here we can visit the Byzantine church of San 
Nectarios, where the silver urn decorated with the saint’s bones is located. Next we are going to 
move to the fifth century BC, in the Doric temple of Afea, the best preserved ancient temple in 
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Greece, with its wonderful views of the sea.

Our next destination is the green island of Poros, with its pine 
trees, its lemon trees, its narrow streets and its bell tower, from 
where we will enjoy its panoramic view.
Finally, the island of painters and the dream of photographers, 
Idra! One of the most cosmopolitan Greek islands, the favorite 
of the international jet-set. Unique architecture, transparent 
waters, famous jewels and popular art objects, donkeys - the 
only means of transportation allowed on the island - bring us 
closer to the living history of the Mediterranean. We can only 
return to Athens, having one of the most pleasant and precious 
experiences of his life.  End of excursion and return to the 
hotel.

13th Day: Athens / Milano (Breakfast)
Breakfast. Free day for personal activities. 
During their stay in Athens, they could walk through the 
picturesque neighborhoods of Plaka, Monastiraki and Thissio, 
have a drink or dinner in one of the sites overlooking the 
historical monuments or shop in the shops of Ermou Street 
or Kolonaki neighborhood. In the afternoon at the combined 
time, transfer to Atensas airport to take a flight to Milan. End of 
our services.
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HOTEL CATEGORY 

Milano First 

Superior

BB Hotel Sant'Ambroggio 3 *, İbis Milano Centro 3 *, Hotel Bocconi 3 * os.

NH Milano Touring 4 *, Holiday Inn Milan Garibaldi 4 *, Star Hotel os.

Venezia First

Superior 

Hotel Antigo Trovartore 3 *, Hotel Lisbona 3 *, Hotel Canal & Walter 3 * os

Hotel Principe 4 * Hotel Carlton 4 * Hotel BW Premier 4 * os.

Florence First

Superior

Hotel la Scaletta 3 *, Hotel Palazzo Vechio 3 *, Hotel Rex 3 * os.

Hotel Ambasciatori 4 *, Hotel Albani 4 *, Hotel Anglo Americano 4 * os

Rome First

Superior

Hotel Galles 3 *, Hotel Madison 3 *; Hotel Porta Maggiore 3 * os. 

Hotel Palatino 4 *, Hotel Lux 4 *, Hotel Artemide 4 *, Hotel Regent 4 *, os.

Athens First

Superior

Hotel Titania, Novotel Athens 4 * os.

Best Western Plus, Royal Olimpick 4 *.

The hotels can be changed during the New Year and Congress periods. 

Dec / Jan / Feb / June

July / August / November
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years

Prime Category 1560 550 1440 Free

Superior Category 1980 770 1720 Free

March / April / May / September/

October
Pp / dbl Single Supp Pp / trp 0-2 years

Prime Category 1810 650 1690 Free

Superior Category 2220 890 2170 Free

Departure Dates 2021; (Saturday)
January  16/23/30   May  01/08/22  September  04/11/18/25  
February  06/13/20   June  05/12/19/26   October  02/09/16/23/30 
March  06/13/20/27   July  03/17/24   November  06/13/20/27 
April   10/24    August 07/14/21/28   December  04/11/18 000
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Prices include
Accommodation in hotels (or similar) Hotels 12 Nights BB.

2 Nights Milan, 2 Night Venice, 2 Nights Florence, 3 Nights Rome, 3 Nights Athens accommodation.

Flights Rome / Athens / Milano

Local English-speaking guide for all visits mentioned in the program.

On the second day, the Vatican tour in Rome will take place by metro.Intercity high-speed train ticket (eurostar) 

Panoramic tours of the city indicated in the entire program.

The entrance to St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.

The car or bus with the air conditioning according to the number of passengers.

Our hotels are central and viable that are very close to the train and metro station as well.

For reasons of better operation, the itinerary could be done the other way around.

Prices do not include
Personal expenses and extras 

Drinks during meals 

Tips to drivers and guide (at discretion)

Boat taxi fare in Venice PP 100 euros a / r (mandatory)

Hotel taxes pppn 3 or 4 euros direct payment to the hotel

Annotation: 
Supplement for Spanish-speaking assistant during transfers:  30 Euro per transfer

Extra for night transfer (22:00 - 06:00): 15 Euro for transfer

Accommodation fare must be paid by tourists just upon arrival at the hotel. 
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VALIDITY
The rates are valid for the period from January 08, 2021 to March 15, 2022. 
All our services, vehicles and hotels are guaranteed according to the certificate 
tourism insurance.

PRICING
All rates are in USD.
Rates are subject to change, due to the fluctuation of the currency of each country, any alteration 
in the price will be notified in advance of the confirmation of the package.

NET RATES 

PAYMENTS FOR SERVICES 
All services must be paid before the arrival of the client, by bank transfer or charge to a bank 
credit card, which will have an additional charge of 3.5% of the total sale. In the case of bank 
transfer, it is important to put “free of charge for the beneficiary” at the end of the shipment. 
Individual Payment: Payment must be settled 1 week before the arrival of the passengers Group 
Payment: This must be paid in full 15 days before the arrival of the group In high season or 
congresses in Istanbul, hotels ask for a deposit to guarantee the reservation, so the operator in 
Latin America will be informed to make the corresponding deposit. 

CANCELLATION OF SERVICES IN TURKEY AND OTHER COUNTRIES 
Up to the last 2 days of cancellation Refund Guarantee % 100 
In the circuits in Turkey, cancellations made 2 days before arrival apply 50% charges.
In the case of bank transfer it is important to put at the end of the shipment “free of charge for 
the beneficiary”.

Individual Payment: Payment must be settled 1 week before the arrival of the passengers
Group Payment: This must be paid in full 15 days before the arrival of the group
In high season or congresses in Istanbul, hotels ask for a deposit to guarantee the reservation, so 
the operator in Latin America will be informed to make the corresponding deposit.

GROUPS
The itineraries shown are suggested tours for group management, the prices are net indicative, 
however these can be adapted to the needs of the clients, after consultation.
These prices are not applicable in congress periods, please check embargo dates.

In the management of groups, 1 courtesy is granted for every 15 passengers, the courtesy policy 
may vary according to the number of passengers as well as the policies of each country, hotel 
and services.
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WTS RESPONSIBILITIES  
WTS is an intermediary which offers services between the client and transport companies, 
guides, hotels, etc. It is not responsible in the event of flight delays, lost luggage, personal injury, 
accidents, etc., so it is always recommended that passengers bring with them a copy of their 
travel insurance and medical expenses issued in their country of origin.
If in case of “force majeure” the hotel has to be changed, it will always be in the same category 
without extra charge and with prior notice to the tour operator.
Modifications can be made in the order of visits in the circuits without changing the content and 
without prior notice, due to climatic, social or political issues.
The circuits are guaranteed with a minimum of 2 passengers in Turkey and in other countries 
according to what is indicated in each description of the requested itinerary. 
All the official guides are licensed by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, so they have the right 
to change the order of the program due to the change of weather and the safety of the group so 
that the tour goes well.

In case any tourist misbehaves, the guide has the power and right to warn them without paying 
attention.

If the balloon ride is canceled due to bad weather conditions, the agency will refund your money 
immediately.

OTHER EXPENSES
OUR PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE:
Border taxes, visa service, tips and expenses not mentioned.

It is important to mention that the tips to the guides and drivers are NOT included and it is 
suggested that at the end of each circuit the clients give them a tip for the services provided. 
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CORPORATE DATA

Address: Cumhuriyet Cad.   Kocatepe Mah. 34437 Taksim– Istanbul/Turkey
Phone : (+90) 212 237 90 60

Reservations:  wts@wts.com.tr
Turkey And Middle East: wts@wts.com.tr


